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AGGREGATION OF MODELS,
CHOICES, BELIEFS, AND PREFERENCES
HAMED HAMZE BAJGIRAN, HOUMAN OWHADI

Abstract. A natural notion of rationality/consistency for aggregating
models is that, for all (possibly aggregated) models A and B, if the output of model A is f pAq and if the output model B is f pBq, then the output of the model obtained by aggregating A and B must be a weighted
average of f pAq and f pBq. Similarly, a natural notion of rationality for
aggregating preferences of ensembles of experts is that, for all (possibly
aggregated) experts A and B, and all possible choices x and y, if both A
and B prefer x over y, then the expert obtained by aggregating A and B
must also prefer x over y. Rational aggregation is an important element
of uncertainty quantification, and it lies behind many seemingly different results in economic theory: spanning social choice, belief formation,
and individual decision making. Three examples of rational aggregation
rules are as follows. (1) Give each individual model (expert) a weight
(a score) and use weighted averaging to aggregate individual or finite
ensembles of models (experts). (2) Order/rank individual model (expert) and let the aggregation of a finite ensemble of individual models
(experts) be the highest-ranked individual model (expert) in that ensemble. (3) Give each individual model (expert) a weight, introduce a weak
order/ranking over the set models/experts (two models may share the
same rank), aggregate A and B as the weighted average of the highestranked models (experts) in A or B. Note that (1) and (2) are particular
cases of (3) (in (1) all models/experts share the same rank, and in (2)
the ranking is strict). In this paper, we show that all rational aggregation rules are of the form (3). This result unifies aggregation procedures
across many different economic environments, showing that they all rely
on the same basic result. Following the main representation, we show
applications and extensions of our representation in various separated
economics topics such as belief formation, choice theory, aggregation of
optimal models, and social welfare economics.

1. Introduction
This paper presents a general framework characterizing rational/consistent aggregation (of models, choices, beliefs, and preferences,
which we simply refer to as features) with applications to economic theory. In this framework, individual features have outcomes, and aggregation
rules identify the outcome of groups of features. We focus on a recursive
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form of aggregation, which is the case in the Cased-Based decision theory developed by Gilboa and Schmeidler, 2003; Billot, Gilboa, Samet, and
Schmeidler, 2005, where the aggregate outcome for larger collections of features results from aggregating the outcomes of smaller subsets. Specifically,
the aggregate outcome of the union of two disjoint collections of features is
a weighted average of the outcome of each collection of features separately.
We show that this form of recursive aggregation is a common structure that
lies behind many seemingly unrelated results in economic theory.
Our central axiom, the weighted averaging axiom/property (we will use
the terms axiom and property interchangeably), is a simple formalization of
the recursivity. It imposes a structure on how the outcome of the union of
two disjoint subsets of features relates to the outcome of each of the subsets
separately. The axiom states that the outcome of a set of features can be
recursively computed by first partitioning the set of features into two disjoint
subsets. Then, the aggregated outcome is a weighted average of the outcome
of each of the two smaller subsets.
Our contribution is three-fold: (1) We find all aggregation procedures that
satisfy the weighted averaging axiom, which generalized the result of Billot
et al., 2005. Moreover, by enhancing the procedure with continuity axiom,
we connect the axiom to the path independent axiom, which is studied in
the choice literature. (2) With a simple geometrical duality argument, we
connect the weighted averaging to the combination axiom of Gilboa et al.,
2003 and Extended Pareto of Shapley and Shubik, 1982. (3) We present
applications and extensions to different domains of economics, notably in
the context of Belief Formation, Choice Theory, and Welfare Economics.
Formally, we define an aggregation rule as a function on the set of subsets
of features that maps each subset of features to an outcome. Our main
result finds all aggregation rules that satisfy recursivity in the form of our
weighted average axiom. We show that as long as for any two disjoint
subsets of features, the outcome of their union is a weighted average (with
non-negative weights) of the outcome of each subset, then the aggregation
rule has a simple form (with a technical richness condition):
There exist a strictly positive weight function and a weak order (a transitive and complete order) over the set of features, with the outcome of any
subset of features being the weighted average of the outcomes of each of the
highest-ordered features of the subset separately.
The importance of the result is that the weight of each feature is independent of the group of features being aggregated. The role of the weak order
in the main representation is to partition the set of features into different
equivalence classes and rank them from the highest class to the lowest class.
If all features of a subset of features are in the same class, then the outcome
is the weighted average of the outcomes of each member of the set. However,
if some features have a higher ranking than others, then the aggregation rule
will ignore lower-ordered features.
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Following the main result, we discuss two special cases of our main result. In the first case, we introduce the strict weighted averaging axiom to
represent the case where the outcome of the union of two disjoint subsets of
features is contained in the “relative” interior of the outcomes of each subset
separately. We then show that the strict weighted averaging axiom is the
necessary and sufficient condition for the weak order, in the main representation, to have only one equivalence class. Hence, the outcome of a subset
of features is just the weighted average (with strictly positive weights) of
the outcomes of each feature separately.
In the second case, we model the space of features as a subset of a vector
space. By considering the distance between vectors, we capture the notion
of similarity or closeness of features. In this context, we can consider the
following notion of continuity of outcomes with respect to features: replacing
a feature in a subset of features with another closely similar feature, the
outcome of this new subset stays close to the outcome of the previous one.
Under this property, which we define as the continuity property, we show
that all similar enough features attain the same ranking with respect to the
weak order. Moreover, the weight function is a continuous function over the
set of features. In other words, the weight between two close (or similar)
features should be close. In a special case, where the space of features is
a convex set, we show that all features attain the same ranking. In this
case, there is no difference between the weighted averaging and the strict
weighted averaging property.
Depending on the application, features and the aggregation rules may
have different interpretations. A feature may represent a signal or an event
containing some information about the true state of nature. In this case, the
role of an aggregation rule is to form a belief about the true state of nature.
In the context of choice theory, features may represent choice objects, where
an aggregation rule behaves as a decision-maker that selects a lottery or a
random choice out of a group of choice objects. Another interpretation is
in the context of welfare economics, where each feature represents a preference of an individual over some alternatives. In this case, an aggregation
rule represents a social welfare function that associates with each preference
profile, a single preference ordering over the set of alternatives.
To describe a natural interpretation of our result, consider the problem
of modeling an agent who seeks to make a prediction about the true state of
nature, conditional on observing a set of events. In this context, a feature
represents an event, and the outcome of the model conditional on observing
a set of events is a belief about the true state of nature. Our main result
provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the belief formation process to behave as a Bayesian Updater. Under the averaging property of the
belief formation process, there exists a conditional probability system associated with the set of events, and the belief formation process conditional on
observing a set of events behaves like a conditional probability. The weak
order of the main result is capturing the idea that conditional on observing
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even a zero probability event, the belief formation still behaves as a Bayesian
updater.
To motivate the proposed framework, sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 present
applications and extensions of our main representation results. We show
that the weighted averaging axiom is closely related to many known axioms
in different topics, from the Pareto axiom in Social Choice Theory to the
path independence axiom in Choice Theory.
2. Model aggregation
Let X be a nonempty set1. Write X ˚ for the set of all nonempty finite
subsets of X. One may interpret X as a (possibly infinite) set of models,
A P X ˚ as a finite set of models, and X ˚ as the set of all nonempty finite
sets of models. Let H be a separable Hilbert space with H “ Rn as a
prototypical example.
Definition 1. An aggregation rule on X is a function f : X ˚ Ñ H, that
associates with every A P X ˚ a vector f pAq P H.2
For x P X and A P X ˚ , one may interpret f ptxuq as the output of the
model x, and f pAq as the output of the aggregation of models contained in
A. The purpose of this section is to characterize aggregation rules satisfying
the weighted averaging axiom/property defined below.
Definition 2. We say that an aggregation rule f satisfies the weighted
averaging axiom/property if for all A, B P X ˚ such that A X B “ H, it
holds true that
f pA Y Bq “ λf pAq ` p1 ´ λqf pBq
(2.1)
for some λ P r0, 1s (which may depend on A and B). We say that f satisfies the strict weighted averaging axiom/property if (2.1) holds true
for λ P p0, 1q. We say that f satisfies the extreme weighted averaging
axiom/property if (2.1) holds true for λ P t0, 1u.
Two simple examples of aggregation rules satisfying the weighted averaging property are as follows.
Example 1. Write R`` for the set of strictly positive real numbers and
let w : X Ñ R`` be a weight function on X. For x P X, let3 f pxq be the
output of model x. For A P X ˚ , define
˛
¨
ÿ ˚ wpxq
‹
(2.2)
f pxq‚ .
f pAq “
˝ř
wpyq
xPA
yPA

Then f satisfies the strict weighted averaging property.

1We make no assumptions about the cardinality or topology of X
2All discussions of this paper continue to hold if H is replaced by any general (possibly

infinite dimensional) normed vector space.
3Abusing notations we write f pxq for f ptxuq for x P X.
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Example 2. Consider a complete strict order ą on X. Given any feature
x P X, let f pxq P H be the output of the model x. For A P X ˚ , write
M pA, ąq for the highest order element4 in A. For A P X ˚ , define
f pAq “ f pM pA, ąqq.

(2.3)

Then f satisfies the extreme weighted averaging property.
We will now show that all aggregation rules satisfying the strict weighted
averaging property must be as in Example 1 if X contains at least three
elements x, y, z such f pxq, f pyq and f pzq are not collinear.
Definition 3. An aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ H is rich if the range of f is
not a subset of a line.
Theorem 1. Let the aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ H be rich. The following
are equivalent:
(1) The aggregation rule f satisfies the strict weighted averaging property.
(2) There exists a weight function w : X Ñ R`` such that for every
A P X˚ :
ř
wpxqf pxq
.
(2.4)
f pAq “ xPAř
wpxq
xPA

Moreover, the function w is unique up to multiplication by a positive number.

We will now show that all aggregation rules satisfying the weighted averaging property must be of the form of a combination of Example 1 and
2 if for all x P X we can find y, z P X such that f ptxuq, f ptyuq, and f ptzuq
are not collinear and the pairwise aggregation of x, y, z does not satisfy the
extreme aggregation property.
Definition 4. An aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ H is strongly rich if for any
x P X there exist y, z P X such that:
(1) f ptxuq, f ptyuq, and f ptzuq are not on the same line.
(2) f ptx, yuq R tf pxq, f pyqu and f ptx, zuq R tf pxq, f pzqu5.
Definition 5. A binary relation ě on X is a weak order on X, if it is
reflexive (x ě x), transitive (x ě y and y ě z imply x ě z), and complete
(for all x, y P X, x ě y or y ě x). We say that x is equivalent to y, and
write x „ y, if x ě y and y ě x.
Theorem 2. Let the aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ H be strongly rich. Then
the following are equivalent:
(1) The aggregation rule f satisfies the weighted averaging axiom.
4M pA, ąq P A and M pA, ąq ą x for x P AztMpA, ąqu.
5In the proof of our main result, we show that as long as f ptxuq, f ptyuq, and f ptzuq

are not on the same line, then f ptx, yuq R tf pxq, f pyqu and f ptx, zuq R tf pxq, f pzqu ñ
f pty, zuq R tf pyq, f pzqu.
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(2) There exist a unique weak order ě on X and a weight function w :
X Ñ R`` such that for every A P X ˚ :

f pAq “

ÿ

xPM pA,ěq

¨
˚
˝

˛

wpxq
‹
ř
‚f pxq.
wpyq

(2.5)

yPM pA,ěq

Moreover in this case, the function w is unique up to multiplication by a
positive number in each of the equivalence classes of the weak order ě.
The representation (2.5) has two components: one is captured by the
weak order ě; the other is the weight function w. The weak order partitions
the set of features into equivalence classes and ranks them from top to
bottom. If all models x P A have the same ranking, then the outcome
f pAq of A P X ˚ is the weighted average of the outcomes of each element
x P A. However, if some elements have a higher ranking than others, then
the aggregation rule will ignore the lower-ordered elements. Hence, the
assessment of the aggregation rule has two steps. First, it only considers
the highest-ordered elements. Then, it uses the weight function and finds
the weighted average among the highest-ordered elements.
The richness condition is necessary for both theorems 1 and 2. Example
3 shows that without this condition, aggregation rules may satisfy the strict
weighted averaging axiom without having a weighted average representation.
Example 3. Let X “ tx, y, zu with f ptxuq “ 0, f ptyuq “ 1{2, f ptzuq “
1, f ptx, yuq “ 1{4, f pty, zuq “ 3{4, f ptx, zuq “ 3{8, and f ptx, y, zuq “ 7{16.
Assume that there exists a positive weight function on X, and the aggregation rule over any coalition of X has a representation as a weighted average of its elements. Assume that w : X Ñ R`` is the corresponding
weight function. In order to have such a representation, we should have
pxq`wpyqf pyq
. By considering the value of f ptx, yuq, f ptxuq,
f ptx, yuq “ wpxqf
wpxq`wpyq
and f ptyuq, we get
ty, zu we get
wpxq
wpzq

wpyq
wpzq

wpxq
wpyq

“ 1.

“ 1.

Similarly, by considering the coalition

By combining these two observations, we get

“ 1. However, considering the coalition tx, zu, and the representation

pxq`wpzqf pzq
, we get wpxq
f ptx, zuq “ wpxqf
wpxq`wpzq
wpzq “ 5{3, which is a contradiction.
Hence, the representation does not work in this case.

Assume X is a subset of a normed vector space. We will now show that
weight w in the representation (2.5) must be continuous if f is continuous
as defined below.
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Definition 6. An aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ H is (continuous) if, for
any A P X ˚ Y tHu, any x P XzA, and any sequence pxn q8
n“1 P X, xn Ñ x
6
implies f pA Y txn uq Ñ f pA Y txuq.
Theorem 3. Let X be a subset of a normed vector space and let f : X ˚ Ñ H
be a strongly rich continuous aggregation rule satisfying the weighted averaging property. Then the representation (2.5) holds true with a continuous
weight function w : X Ñ R`` . Furthermore, for any x P X there exists
ǫ ą 0 such that y „ x for all where y P X such that |y ´ x| ă ǫ.
We will now show that if X is a convex subset of a normed vector space,
then any continuous aggregation rule on X under the weighted averaging
axiom can only have a single equivalence class, and as a consequence, both
the weighted averaging and strict weighted averaging properties lead to the
representation (2.4) for f .
Theorem 4. Let X be a convex subset of a normed vector space, and f :
X ˚ Ñ H a rich continuous aggregation rule satisfying the weighted averaging
property. Then, there exists a continuous weight function w : X Ñ R``
such that the representation (2.4) holds true.
3. Preference aggregation and duality
In many cases, where the range of the aggregation rule is the set of linear
functionals, a simple geometrical interpretation of the weighted averaging
axiom results in a related but different consistency axiom. Let H be a
Hilbert space and write x¨, ¨y for the associated inner product. Let S Ă H
be a convex subset of H. Every h P H induces a weak order (reflexive,
transitive, and complete binary relation) Áh over the set S by:
s1 Áh s2 ô xh, s1 y ě xh, s2 y

(3.1)

Let X be a non empty set. In this section we define an aggregation rule7 as
a function f mapping X ˚ to H. Since we may interpret each h P H as a
linear ranking of the elements of the set S, the goal of an aggregator f is to
attach an aggregated linear ranking to every finite subset A of X.
Example 4. A simple example of interpretation of X, S and f is as follows.
Let X be a set of experts and S a set of alternatives (models, decisions,
choices). An expert x P X defines a ranking/preference f ptxuq over S.
An aggregation rule f is a voting mechanism enabling the aggregation of
the preferences of a finite set of experts. A rational notion of consistency
(employed here and formally introduced below in Definition 7) is that if
A, B P X ˚ are two disjoint sets of experts such that both (f pAq and f pBq)
6The convergence in X is with respect to the norm on X, and the convergence in the

range of the aggregation rule is with respect to norm of H.
7By the Riesz representation theorem, f can also be defined as function mapping X ˚
to the space of continuous linear functionals on H, in which case for A P X ˚ , f pAq is
identified with the unique element h P H such that f pAqpxq “ xh, xy for x P H.
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prefer s1 P S over s2 P S, then their aggregate f pA Y Bq must also prefer s1
over s2 .
Observing that the order (3.1) is invariant under scaling of h we will
restrict the range of aggregation rules to the set Nν “ th P H| xh, νy “ 1u for
some ν P H. This restriction also avoids entirely opposite ranking directions
by imposing a shared rank on ν. The condition of existence of such a ν is
what we call a minimal agreement condition.
Definition 7. An aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ Nv is weakly consistent if
for all disjoint sets A, B P X ˚ , and for all s1 , s2 P S,
s1 Áf pAq s2 , s1 Áf pBq s2 ñ s1 Áf pAYBq s2

(3.2)

Moreover, it is consistent if it also satisfies the following condition:
s1 ąf pAq s2 , s1 Áf pBq s2 ñ s1 ąf pAYBq s2

(3.3)

A simple duality argument (Farkas’s lemma) results in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let f : X ˚ Ñ Nν be an aggregation rule. Then, the followings
are equivalent:
(1) f is consistent.
(2) f satisfies the strict weighted averaging property.
Moreover, the followings are also equivalent:
(1) f is weakly consistent.
(2) f satisfies the weighted averaging property.
Using Theorem 1, we immediately attain the representation of the consistent aggregation rules.
Corollary 1. Let f : X ˚ Ñ Nν be a consistent rich aggregation rule. Then,
there exists a weight function w : X Ñ R`` such that for every set of
features A P X ˚ ,
¨
˛
ÿ ˚ wpxq ‹
f pAq “
(3.4)
˝ř
‚f pxq.
wpyq
xPA
yPA

Moreover, the weight function is unique up to multiplication by a positive
number.

Note that we can generalize the result to the case of weakly consistent
rules.
Remark 1. The notion of consistency obtained as a dual interpretation of
the weighted averaging is the same axiom as Extended Pareto introduced
by Shapley et al., 1982. Similarly, it is the Combination axiom in Gilboa
et al., 2003; Gilboa and Schmeidler, 2012.
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4. Belief Formation
In this section, we interpret the set of features as signals. Each signal
contains some information about the distribution of states of nature. The
role of an aggregation rule is an agent who makes a prediction about the
true state of nature-based on observing some signals. In this context, the
range of an aggregation rule is that of probability distributions over the
states of nature. Following Billot et al., 2005, an aggregation rule is a belief
formation process that associates with each finite set of signals, a belief over
the states of nature.
The representation of the belief formation process under the weighted
averaging axiom is a straightforward application of the main results. Using
our representation, on the one hand, we propose an extension, where the
timing of signals may be important. We consider the case where an agent
can receive signals in different time zones in the past. The agent tries to
form a prediction at the present time, and it may perceive signals closer to
the time of the prediction as more credible. To capture the representation,
we introduce the stationarity axiom, in which a belief induced by a set of
received signals and their timing is the same as the belief induced by shifting
the timings of all signals by a constant number to the past.
Under stationarity, any belief formation process satisfying the strict
weighted averaging axiom has a weight function over the set of signals and
an exponential discount factor over each time zone. The belief associated
with a set of received signals is the discounted weighted average of the beliefs
associated with each signal. In this case, the weight function captures the
time-independent value of each signal.
On the other hand, we interpret the set of signals as the information
structure of an agent who wants to predict the true state. We interpret each
subset of signals as an event in her information structure. We show that as
long as the information structure has a finite cardinality, the strict weighted
averaging axiom is the necessary and sufficient condition for a rich belief
formation process to appear as a Bayesian updater. This result answers the
question in Shmaya and Yariv, 2007, regarding finding a necessary and sufficient condition for a belief formation process to act as a Bayesian updating
rule.

4.1. Belief Formation Processes. Let Ω “ t1, 2, . . . , nu be a set of states
of nature and let ∆pΩq be the set of all probability distributions over Ω.
We interpret the elements of the set X as disjoint signals or events. The
role of an aggregation rule over a finite subset of X ˚ is to predict the true
state of nature by assigning probabilities to each state of Ω. Therefore,
following Billot et al., 2005, the aggregation rules can be interpreted as a
belief formation process, which assigns a belief to the set of states of nature
after observing a finite subset of signals.
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Definition 8. A belief formation process is a function f : X ˚ Ñ ∆pΩq,
that associates with every finite set of signals A P X ˚ , a belief f pAq P ∆pΩq
on the states of nature.
Theorem 2 shows that if the belief induced by the union of two disjoint
finite sets of signals is on the line segment connecting the beliefs induced
by each set of signals separately, then, under the strong richness condition,
there exists a strictly positive weight function and a weak order over the set
of signals such that the belief over any finite subset of signals is a weighted
average of the beliefs induced by each of the highest-ordered signals of that
subset.
By enforcing the belief formation process to use both of the induced beliefs, i.e., the belief induced by the union of two disjoint finite sets of signals
is on the “interior” of the line segment connecting the induced belief of each
set of signals separately, we can use Theorem 1 to find the representation.
Formally, we have:
Corollary 2. Let f : X ˚ Ñ ∆pΩq be a strongly rich belief formation process
satisfying the weighted averaging property. Then, there exist a unique weak
order ě on X and a weight function w : X Ñ R`` such that for every
A P X ˚:
˛
¨
ÿ ˚
wpxq
‹
ř
(4.1)
f pAq “
‚f pxq.
˝
wpxq
xPM pA,ěq

xPM pA,ěq

Moreover, if f satisfies the strict weighted averaging property, then the weak
order ě has only one equivalence class and for every A P X ˚ :
¨
˛
ÿ
wpxq
˝ř
‚f pxq.
f pAq “
(4.2)
wpxq
xPA
xPA

Although representation (4.2) is, under the strict weighted averaging
property, similar to the one in Billot et al., 2005, their belief formation
process is defined over sequences of signals, in which each sequence can have
multiple copies of the same signal. In contrast, we define the belief formation process over sets of signals, and there can be only one copy of a signal
in each set. Billot et al.’s main axiom, concatenation axiom, is defined over
any two sequences of signals, and counts the number of each signal in each
sequence. However, our strict weighted averaging property expressed for
f pA Y Bq does not allow A and B to both contain the same signal.
4.2. Role of Timing. We now explore the role of the timing of signals
by associating signals with time labels. In that setting, a signal closer to
the time of the prediction may be perceived as more credible (have more
weight) compared to the same signal if it was received further in the past.
Formally, let X be the set of signals. The present time denoted by 0, and
time t P N represents t units of time before the present time. For a given
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finite subset of signals A P X ˚ , let a function TA : A Ñ N, represent the
timing of each signal in the set A, i.e., for any signal x P A, TA pxq is the
time of receiving the signal x. Given a c P N, TA ` c represents a time shift
of size c over the timing TA of a set of received signals A. Finally, the set
X T “ tpA, TA q | A P X ˚ , TA : A Ñ Nu represents all possible realizations of
the received signals. In this context, a belief formation process is a function
f : X T Ñ ∆pΩq.
Our main consistency property, in addition to the strict weighted averaging property, is the stationarity property. A belief formation process is
stationary if a belief induced by a set of received signals and their timing
is the same as the belief induced by a constant shift of timings of the same
received signals. More precisely:
Definition 9. A stationary belief formation is a function f : X T Ñ ∆pΩq
such that
f ppA, TA ` cqq “ f pA, TA q,
for A P X ˚ , TA : A Ñ N, and c P N.
The next proposition characterizes stationarity belief-formation processes
satisfying the strict weighted averaging property.
Proposition 1. Let a rich and stationary belief formation process f : X T Ñ
∆pΩq satisfy the strict weighted averaging property. Then, there exist a
unique discount factor q P p0, 8q and a unique (up to multiplication by a
positive number) weight function w : X Ñ R`` , such that for all pA, TA q P
XT :
ř T pxq
q A wpxqf pxq
.
(4.3)
f pA, TA q “ xPAř T pxq
q A wpxq
xPA

As a consequence of the representation, under the assumption of the
proposition, the weight over a received signal x P A can be separated into
two separate factors. One is the intrinsic value of the signal, captured by
wpxq. The other one is the role of timing, captured by q TA pxq . Moreover, the
only discounting that captures the role of the timing is the exponential form.
If q “ 1, the timing is not important. Hence, the belief formation process
only considers the intrinsic value of each signal. However, when q ‰ 1, the
belief formation process places relatively more (q P p0, 1q) or less (q P p1, 8q)
weight on a signal received closer to the time of the prediction.

4.3. Bayesian Updating. Let pX, X ˚ Y tHuq be the measure space of
events, where X has a finite number of disjoint events. The space of events
captures the information structure of the belief formation process. Similarly,
by considering the set Ω “ t1, . . . , nu, we denote pΩ, 2Ω q as the measure
space of states of nature, where 2Ω is the set of subsets of the set Ω. For any
probability distribution d P ∆pΩq and any subset of the state of nature B P
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Ω, let dpBq denoteř
the probability of B which is induced by the distribution
d. Hence, dpBq “ ωPB dpωq.

Definition 10. A belief formation process f : X ˚ Ñ ∆pΩq is Bayesian, if
there exists a probability measure P on the space pΩ ˆ X, 2ΩˆX q, such that
for every A P X ˚ and B P 2Ω we have:
`
˘
P pB ˆ Aq
(4.4)
f pAq pBq “
PX pAq
where, PX is the marginal probability distribution of P over X.

The right-hand side of the previous equation is the conditional probability
of B given A. Therefore, a Bayesian belief formation process f behaves as
a Bayesian updater: by observing an event A in her information structure
X ˚ , her prediction about the probability of the true state
` being
˘ in a subset
B P Ω comes from the Bayes rule. To put it differently, f pAq pBq is equal
to the conditional probability P pB|Aq.
Our next proposition shows that our strict weighted averaging axiom is
the necessary and sufficient condition for a rich belief formation process to
be Bayesian.
Proposition 2. A rich belief formation process is Bayesian if and only if
it satisfies the strict weighted averaging property.
Note that the richness condition is crucial. Otherwise, as shown in Example 3, there are cases where a belief formation process satisfies the strict
weighted averaging axiom, but it is not a Bayesian updater. We will now
present a more general version of Proposition 2 by adding the strong richness condition and weakening the strict weighted averaging condition to the
weighted averaging property. In the more general version, it is possible to
have zero probability events. The belief formation process behaves as a
Bayesian updater, even conditional on observing a zero probability event.
To capture the idea, we need the following definition.
Definition 11. A class of functions tPA | PA : 2Ω ˆ X ˚ Ñ r0, 1s, A P X ˚ u is
a conditional probability system if it satisfies the following properties:
(1) For every A P X ˚ such that A ‰ H, PA is a probability measure on
Ω ˆ X with PA pΩ ˆ Aq “ 1.
(2) For every disjoint events A1 , A2 P X ˚ and for every C P Ω ˆ X, we
have:
PA1 YA2 pCq “ PA1 YA2 pΩ ˆ A1 qPA1 pCq ` PA1 YA2 pΩ ˆ A2 qPA2 pCq
In this definition, the probability measure PΩ represents a prior probability measure, and PA represents a posterior (conditional) probability probability given the event A. Therefore, for any set B P Ω, PA pB ˆ Aq is the
conditional probability of B given A. Moreover, for any two events A2 Ă A1
in X ˚ , PA1 pΩ ˆ A2 q is the conditional probability of event A2 given A1 .
The first property of Definition 11 requires that the support of the posterior
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probability conditioned on an event A is contained in A. The second property requires that, conditional on the event A1 Y A2 , the Bayes updating
rule should be satisfied even if the prior probability of A1 Y A2 is zero.
Definition 12. A belief formation process f : X ˚ Ñ ∆pΩq is rationalizable by a conditional probability system tPA | PA : 2Ω ˆ X ˚ Ñ
r0, 1s, A P X ˚ u if every A P X ˚ and B P 2Ω we have:
`
˘
f pAq pBq “ PA pB ˆ Aq .
(4.5)
By adding the strong richness condition, the next theorem shows that
the weighted averaging axiom is the necessary and sufficient condition for
rationalizing a belief formation process by a conditional probability system.
Proposition 3. A strongly rich belief formation process is rationalizable
by a conditional probability system if and only if it satisfies the weighted
averaging axiom.
Remark 2. Shmaya et al., 2007 considers the problem of characterizing the
updating rules (in our context the belief formation processes) that appear
to be Bayesian. By providing an example, they show that their soundness
condition, our strict weighted averaging condition, is not a sufficient condition for an updating rule to behave as a Bayesian updater. However, we
show that the strict weighted averaging condition is the necessary and sufficient condition as long as the belief formation process satisfies our richness
condition.
5. Average Choice Functions
In this section, the set of features is a subset of Rn . We interpret each
feature as a choice object. The interpretation of the aggregation rule is a
decision-maker that selects a choice randomly from a menu of choice objects.
We model the decision-maker as an average choice function that associates
with any menu of choice objects, an average choice (mean of the distribution of choices) in the convex combination of choice objects. The average
choice is easier to report and obtain rather than the entire distribution8.
However, except for the case where elements of a menu are affinely independent, average choice does not uniquely reveal the underlying distribution of
choices.
First, using our main representation, we show that it is possible to
uniquely extract the underlying distribution of choices as long as the average choice function satisfies the weighted averaging axiom.
Then, we illustrate two applications of the result. In one application, we
consider the class of average choice functions that can be rationalized by a
Luce rule, i.e., a stochastic choice function that satisfies the independence
of irrelevant alternatives axiom (IIA) proposed by Luce, 1959. We show
8Check Ahn, Echenique, and Saito, 2018 for the complete discussion on merits of

average choice.
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that the average choice functions satisfying the strict weighted averaging
axiom are exactly the ones that can be rationalized by a Luce rule. More
generally, we show that the class of average choice functions satisfying the
weighted averaging axiom is the same as the class of average choice functions
rationalizable by a two-stage Luce model proposed by Echenique and Saito,
2018.
In the second application, we consider continuous average choice functions. First, we show that any continuous average choice function under the
weighted averaging axiom is rationalizable by a Luce rule. This means that
there is no continuous average choice function that is rationalizable by a
two-stage Luce rule but not with a Luce rule.
Then, we illustrate a connection of our result with the one by Kalai and
Megiddo, 1980, regarding the impossibility of an average choice function to
satisfy both the path independence axiom and continuity.
5.1. Set up. In this section, X is a nonempty subset of Rn , which is not
a subset of a line. For any A Ď Rn , we denote by ConvpAq the set of all
convex combinations of vectors in A.
Definition 13. An aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ Rn is called an average
choice function, if for any (menu of choices) A P X ˚ , f pAq P ConvpAq.
One of the goals of this section is to present a connection between our
weighted averaging condition and the Path Independent, Luce, and twostage Luce choice models. The following is a corollary of theorems 2 and
4,
Corollary 3. Let an average choice function f : X ˚ Ñ ConvpXq be strongly
rich. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) The average choice function f satisfies the weighted averaging condition.
(2) There exists a unique weak order ě on X and a unique weight function w : X Ñ R`` , up to multiplication over equivalence classes of
the weak order such that for every A P X ˚ :
ř
˛
¨
wpxqx
ÿ ˚
wpxq
xPM pA,ěq
‹
ř
ř
(5.1)
“
f pAq “
‚x.
˝
wpxq
wpxq
xPM pA,ěq

xPM pA,ěq

xPM pA,ěq

Moreover, if the average choice function f satisfies continuity and the
weighted averaging condition, the weight function w is continuous and the
weak order ě is the equivalence order. In this case, for every A P X ˚ :
ř

wpxqx

¨

˛
wpxq
˝ř
‚x.
ř
f pAq “ xPA
“
wpxq
wpxq
xPA
xPA

ÿ

xPA

(5.2)
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5.2. Luce Rationalizable Average Choice Functions. The following
definitions are standard definitions in the context of individual decisionmaking.
Definition 14. A stochastic choice is a function ρ : X ˚ Ñ ∆pXq, such
that ρpAq P ∆pAq for any A P X ˚ .
For an average choice function f : X ˚ Ñ ConvpXq and a menu A P X ˚ ,
f pAq P ConvpAq. Therefore, there exists a stochastic choice ρ : X ˚ Ñ ∆pXq
(which may ř
not be unique) that rationalizes the average choice function f ,
i.e., f pAq “ xPA ρpx, Aqx, where ρpx, Aq is the probability of selecting the
element x from the menu A.
One appealing form of a stochastic choice function is the one that satisfies Luce’s IIA, i.e., the probability of selecting an element over another
element is independent of any other element. Luce, 1959 shows that stochastic choices that satisfy the IIA axiom are in the form of Luce rules.
Definition 15. A stochastic choice ρ : X ˚ Ñ ∆pXq is a Luce rule if there
is a function w : X Ñ R`` , such that:
wpxq
.
ρpx, Aq “ ř
yPA wpyq
Furthermore, if w is continuous, then ρ is a continuous Luce rule.

Definition 16. An average choice function f is rationalizable by a stochastic
choice ρ, if for all A P X ˚ :
ÿ
f pAq “
ρpx, Aqx.
xPA

Furthermore, if there exists a Luce rule that rationalizes the average choice
function f , then f is Luce rationalizable.
By considering our Theorem 1 and corollary 3, a choice f has a Luce form
ř wpxq
p ř wpxq qx if and only if it satisfies the strict
representation, i.e, f pAq “
xPA

xPA

weighted averaging condition. As a result:

Corollary 4. An average choice function is Luce rationalizable if and only
if it satisfies the strict weighted averaging condition. Moreover, the Luce
rule that rationalizes the average choice function is unique.
Furthermore, an average choice function is continuous Luce rationalizable
if and only if it is continuous and satisfies the strict weighted averaging
condition.
In the Luce model, the decision-maker selects each element of a given
menu with a strictly positive probability. However, this is not a plausible
assumption in many situations. The decision-maker may always select a
better choice between two alternatives. We model this behavior by a twostage Luce model. Echenique et al., 2018 introduces the two-stage Luce
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model. In this model, there exists a ranking order and a weight function
over elements. A decision-maker choosing from a menu only selects the
highest-ordered elements from the menu. The probability of the selection
of each highest-ordered element is related to the weight associated with the
element. Formally:
Definition 17. A stochastic choice ρ : X ˚ Ñ ∆pXq is a two-stage Luce
rule if there are a function w : X Ñ R`` and a weak order ě over elements
of X, such that:
#
wpxq
ř
if x P M pA, ěq,
yPM pA,ěq wpyq
(5.3)
ρpx, Aq “
0
otherwise.
Given A P X ˚ , the decision-maker only selects the elements in M pA, ěq,
that are the highest-ordered elements of A. She chooses each element of
M pA, ěq with a probability associated with its weight.
By considering our Theorem 2, any average choice function under the
weighted averaging axiom is rationalizable by a two-stage Luce rule.
Corollary 5. A strongly rich average choice function is two-stage Luce
rationalizable if and only if it satisfies the weighted averaging axiom. Moreover, the two-stage Luce rule that rationalizes the average choice function is
unique.
Remark 3. Under the continuity condition, using Theorem 4implies that
both the two-stage Luce model and Luce model are equivalent. The next
section discusses this observation.
5.3. Continuous Average Choice Functions. In this section, we consider the class of continuous average choice functions satisfying the weighted
averaging condition. First, we reinterpret our corollary 3 as an impossibility
result. This means that no continuous average choice function is rationalizable by a two-stage Luce model but not by a Luce model. Then, we show
the connection with the impossibility result by Kalai and Megiddo, 1980,
regarding the impossibility of a choice function satisfying both the path
independence and continuity.
Plott, 1973 extensively studies choice functions under the path independence axiom. Plott’s notion of path independence requires a choice from the
union of two disjoint menu AYB, to be the choice between the choice from A
and the choice from B. Using this axiom, the choice from any menu can be
recursively obtained by partitioning the elements of the menu into disjoint
sub-menus. Then, the choice from the whole menu would be the choice from
the choices of each sub-menu. In our setup, for an average choice function
f , we have:
Definition 18. f satisfied the (path independence) condition if
f pA Y Bq “ f ptf pAq, f pBquq
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for all A, B P X ˚ such that A X B “ H.
The path independence condition is stronger than our weighted averaging condition. In other words, any average choice function under
Plott’s notion of path independence satisfies the weighted averaging condition. More precisely, given a choice function f : X ˚ Ñ ConvpXq and
two disjoint menus A, B P X ˚ , under the path independence condition,
f pA Y Bq “ f ptf pAq, f pBquq. By the definition of average choice functions,
f ptf pAq, f pBquq P Convpf pAq, f pBqq, which shows that the choice function
f satisfies the weighted averaging axiom.
Continuity is an appealing property of an average choice function. It
specifies that by replacing an element of a menu with another element close
to it, with respect to the norm of X, the average choice of the new menu is
close to the average choice of the previous menu. Kalai and Megiddo, 1980
shows that there is no average choice function that satisfies both path independence axiom and continuity. Here, we reinterpret the result of corollary
3 to show a more general result for average choice functions.
Corollary 3 states that, for a strongly rich continuous average choice function f : X ˚ Ñ ConvpXq satisfying the weighted averaging condition, there
exists a unique weight function w : X Ñ R`` such that for any A P X ˚ :
ÿ wpxq
qx.
f pAq “
př
wpxq
xPA
xPA

There are two important observations regarding the representations
above.
First, through discussions in Section 5.2, the representation shows that
any continuous average choice function that is rationalizable by a two-stage
Luce model is also rationalizable by a Luce model. Second, since the function
w is strictly positive, the average choice of any menu should be in the relative
interior of the convex hull of members of the menu.
As a result, our impossibility result specifies that for an average choice
function that satisfies the weighted averaging condition, it is impossible to
satisfy the continuity condition and also to have a choice from a menu that
is on the relative boundary of the elements of the menu. We summarize the
observation in the following corollary9.
Corollary 6. If X is a nonempty convex subset of a vector space that contains at least three non-collinear points, then an average choice function
9To see the connection between our corollary 6 and the result in Kalai and Megiddo,

1980, it is enough to consider a menu with three non-collinear members. Kalai and
Megiddo, 1980, Thm. 1 shows that the average choice of a path independent average
choice function from any menu is the average choice of the average choice function from a
sub-menu of two members of the menu. This shows that the average choice from a menu
with three non-collinear members is on the line segment connecting two of the member of
the menu. As a result, the choice should be on the relative boundary of the menu. That
is why it cannot satisfy continuity.
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f : X ˚ Ñ X that satisfies the weighted averaging condition cannot be both
continuous and contains a menu A P X ˚ , with f pAq P Br pConvpAqq.
6. Extended Pareto Aggregation Rules
This section demonstrates an application of section 3 in the social choice
problems. In this domain, each feature represents a preference ordering of
individuals over a set of alternatives. Each preference ordering satisfies the
axiom of Von-Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944. The role of an aggregation rule is to associate with each coalition of individuals another vN-M
preference ordering over the set of alternatives.
An appealing property of an aggregation rule, in this context, is to satisfy
the extended Pareto axiom. Shapley et al., 1982 introduced the extended
Pareto. It specifies that, if two disjoint coalitions of individuals, each prefers
an outcome over another outcome, then the union of the coalitions also
should prefer the same outcome over the other one. Moreover, if one of
them strictly prefer one outcome over the other one, then the union of the
coalitions should also strictly prefer the same outcome over the other one.
First, we show that under a normalization of cardinal utilities of individuals and a minor richness condition, aggregation rules under the strict
weighted averaging (weighted averaging) axiom are exactly aggregation rules
under the extended Pareto (extended weak Pareto) axiom.
Following the equivalence, we use our main representation result as a
technical tool to pin down the representation of the extended Pareto aggregation rules. We show that the only possible extended Pareto aggregation is
to have a positive weight over each individual in the society. Then, the aggregated preference ordering of a given group of individuals is the weighted
sum of their preference ordering.
The representation can be considered as a multi-profile version of the theorem by Harsanyi, 1955 on Utilitarianism. Harsanyi considers a single profile
of individuals and a variant of Pareto to get the Utilitarianism. However,
in our approach, we partition a profile into smaller groups. Then, we aggregate the preference ordering of these smaller groups using the extended
Pareto. Hence, we get the Utilitarianism through this consistent form of
aggregation. As a result, in our representation, the weight associated with
each individual appears in all sub-profiles that contain her.10
In Section 6.3, we extend our result on extended Pareto aggregation rules
to the class of generalized social welfare function. Unlike our previous model,
individuals may have different preference orderings. Therefore, the domain
of the generalized social welfare function is a set of all different groups (with
all possible sizes) of individuals, with each individual having all different
possible preference orderings. Our definition of generalized social welfare
10Similar to the discussion of Weymark, 1991 regarding the debate of Sen-Harsanyi,
our result is better to be interpreted as a representation rather than a justification of the
utilitarianism.
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function extends the standard definition used by Arrow, 1963, in which the
domain is a set of fixed-length profiles of individuals.
For a technical reason, we restrict the set of vN-M preferences to those
in which all of them strictly prefer one fixed lottery to another fixed one.
We show that the only possible extended Pareto generalized social welfare
functions are the ones that associate a positive number to each individual’s
preferences (unlike the previous section, in which each weight depends on
both the individual and the whole profile), and it associates each coalition
with the weighted sum of their cardinal utility using the weight associated
to their preferences.
The important observation is that, each positive weight in the representation is independent of the other individuals in any profiles. The weight only
depends on each individual and her own preference ordering.
Our representation above has a positive nature, compared to the claims
by Kalai and N. Schmeidler, 1977 and Hylland, 1980 that the negative conclusion of Arrow’s theorem holds even with vN-M preferences. Moreover,
the representation provides an answer to the main concern of Borgers and
Choo, 2017a; Borgers and Choo, 2017b regarding the correctness of the main
theorem of Dhillon, 1998.
Dhillon, 1998 by considering a set of axioms, other than the ones by
Arrow, provides one of the first axiomatizations of relative utilitarianism as
a possibility result. However, Borgers et al., 2017a shows a counterexample
to their representation. Our representation fixes the error using our variant
of the extended Pareto axiom and our restricted domain of the generalized
social welfare function.
Finally, adding the anonymity and the weak IIA axiom of Dhillon, 1998
gives us the relative utilitarianism as one possible choice of the weight function. However, the primary concern of our paper is to show that the weighted
averaging of preferences is the only generalized social welfare function that
respects extended Pareto. The possible choices of weights are not our focus
in this paper.
6.1. Set up.
“
t0, 1, . . . , mu and L
“
ř Let the set M
tpp1 , . . . , pm q| m
p
ď
1,
p
ě
0u.
A
lottery
p
P
L
associates
the
i
i“1 i
ř
probability pi to the prospect i P M zt0u and 1 ´ m
i“1 pi to the prospect 0.
A vN-M preference over the set L is a preference relation that satisfies
the axioms of Von-Neumann et al., 1944 as defined below11.
Definition 19. We say that R is a vN-M preference over the set L if it is
a weak order and if there exists a u P Rm , known as a utility, such that for
any x, y P L, xRy if and only if u ¨ x ě u ¨ y where “¨” represents the inner
product in Rm . Moreover, the (unique) ray U “ tαu| α ą 0u contains all
normalized affine utilities that represent the vN-M preference R. We write
11If R is a vN-M preference over the set L, then, by the vN-M theorem, there exists
an affine representation of the preference R. For notational convenience, we normalize all
affine representations to have the value 0 over the prospect 0.
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R for the set of all vN-M preferences over L and R for the strict part of the
preference R P R.
Let X “ t1, . . . , nu represent the set of all agents and X ˚ be the set of
all finite subsets of X. Write RX for the X-Fold Cartesian product of R.
Every RX P RX defines a preference profile of the set of agents over the set
of lotteries.
Definition 20. A group aggregation rule on X is a function f : X ˚ Ñ R,
that associates with every coalition of agents A P X ˚ a vN-M preference
f pAq P R.
An rational property of group aggregation rules is that whenever two
disjoint coalitions, e.g. A, B P X ˚ , both prefer a lottery x to another lottery
y, then their union, A Y B, also prefers the lottery x to the lottery y.
Definition 21. A group aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ R satisfies the extended Pareto property if for all disjoint coalitions of agents A, B P X ˚ ,
and for all lotteries x, y P L,
x f pAq y, x f pBq y ñ x f pA Y Bq y

(6.1)

x f pAq y, x f pBq y ñ x f pA Y Bq y

(6.2)

Our last condition requires the existence of two lotteries in the set of
lotteries, in which all agents strictly prefer one over the other.
Definition 22. A group aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ R satisfies the minimal
agreement condition if there exist two lotteries x, x P L such that for every
agent i P X, x f piqx.
Remark 4. Let a group aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ R satisfy both the
minimal agreement and extended Pareto axiom. Given two agents i, j P X,
by applying the strict part of the definition of the extended Pareto axiom, we
have x f pti, juq x. Similarly, for every coalition of agents A P X ˚ , recursively
using the strict part of the extended Pareto axiom, we deduce x f pAq x.
Remark 5. Let the vector v P Rm be x´x, where x, x are the two lotteries in
the definition of the minimal agreement condition. Let ui P Rm represent the
vN-M preference f piq. Hence, x f piq x if and only if ui ¨v ą 0. Therefore, the
definition of the minimal agreement condition is equivalent to the existence
of a direction v P Rm such that for all i P X, ui ¨ v ą 0. this interpretation
of v is exactly the role of ν in section 3.
6.2. The Representation of Extended Pareto Group Aggregation
Rules. In this section, we assume that the group aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ
R satisfies the minimal agreement condition. In particular, we assume that
all agents strictly prefer the lottery x P L over the lottery x P L. Considering
remark 5, we define v “ x´x as the direction that every agent agrees on. For
a coalition of agents A P X ˚ , let the ray UA represents the vN-M preference
f pAq. Let H :“ tu P Rm | u ¨ v “ 1u represent the normalization of utilities
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in which the difference of the value of utility of the lottery x and the lottery
x is exactly 1. For every coalition of agents A P X ˚ , there is a unique
cardinal utility ûA P UA , such that ûA is in H. For the rest of the section,
for every coalition A P X ˚ , we consider the unique cardinal utility ûA P H
to represent the vN-M preference f pAq. Using this representation, we can
represent the group aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ R, by a normalized group
aggregation rule fH : X ˚ Ñ Rm , where fH pAq “ ûA .
Remark 6. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the lottery x in
the definition of the minimal agreement condition is just the lottery 0. In
that case, the space H is vN-M preferences with the value 0 for the lottery
0 and the value 1 for the lottery x.
The next proposition, which is the same as Theorem 5, shows that under the representation of the vN-M preference f pAq by the ûA , the extended
Pareto property is equivalent to the strict weighted averaging property. Formally, we have:
Corollary 7. Let a group aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ R satisfy the minimal
agreement condition with v P Rm as the direction on which all agents agree.
Then, the following are equivalent:
(1) f satisfies the extended Pareto property.
(2) fH satisfies the strict weighted averaging property.
Using the result of Theorem 1, we deduce the representation of the extended Pareto group aggregation rules.
Corollary 8. Let a rich group aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ R satisfy both
the extended Pareto property and minimal agreement condition. Then, there
exists a weight function w : X Ñ R`` such that for every coalition of agents
A P X ˚,
˛
¨
ÿ ˚ wpiq ‹
fH pAq “
(6.3)
‚fH piq.
˝ř
wpjq
iPA
jPA

Moreover, the weight function is unique up to multiplication by a positive
number.

As shown in Example 3, the richness condition is crucial. The richness
here is equivalent to the existence of three non-collinear “normalized” cardinal utilities in the space H (the range of the aggregation rule). We can
interpret the theorem as a generalization of the main theorem of Harsanyi,
1955 on Utilitarianism. However, our result shows the connection between
weights of individuals in different sub-coalitions of the main profile.
To see the connection with Harsanyi’s result, we rewrite the theorem in an
additive form: let the group aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ R satisfy both the
extended Pareto property and minimal agreement condition. Then, there
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exists a weight function w : X Ñ R`` such that for every coalition of agents
A P X ˚ , f pAq has the following representation:
ÿ
wpiqfH piq.
(6.4)
iPA

Defining upiq ř
:“ wpiqfH piq for i P X, we can rewrite equation 6.4 in the
upiq. Moreover, if we consider only the representations with
additive form
iPA

the value 0 for the lottery 0, this representation is unique up to multiplication
by a positive number.

6.3. The Representation of Extended Pareto Generalized Social
Welfare Functions. The setup of this subsection is the same as the one in
the previous section. Without loss of generality, we assume that the lottery
x P L, in the definition of the minimal agreement, is the vector 0. Let x P L
be any lottery other than 0. Define Rx Ă R as the set of all vN-M preferences
that strictly prefer x to 0. Let RxX be the X-fold Cartesian product of Rx .
Every R P RX
x defines a preference profile of the set of individuals. For any
coalition A P X ˚ and for any preference profile R P RxX , let RA P RA
x denote
the restriction of the profile R to the coalition A.
As in Definition 19, we can represent each preference R P R by a unique
ray UR “ tαu| α ą 0u, where u P Rm is a cardinal utility representing R.
Moreover, for any preference R P Rx , there should be a unique cardinal
utility uR P UR with uR ¨ x “ 1. Write H “ tu P Rm | u.x “ 1u for the
space of all cardinal utilities attaining value 0 at the lottery 0 and the value
1 at the lottery x. Let the function uH : Rx Ñ H associate each preference
R P Rx with the unique cardinal utility uH pRq P H that represents it. This
function is a bijection associating each preference to the unique cardinal
utility attaining value 0 at the lottery 0 and value 1 at the lottery x.
Write RX Ă RX
x for the set of all profiles where the representation of
individuals’ cardinal utilities in the space H is not a subset of a single line.
Formally, we define RX “ tR P RxX | dptuH pRi q| i P Xuq ą 1u, where
dptuH pRi q| i P Xuq is the dimension of the smallest linear variety containing
all uH pRi q, i P X.12
Finally, write R˚X “ tR P RxA | A Ď X, R P RX u for all the profiles in RX
and all sub-coalitions of those profiles. R˚X is the domain of our generalized
social welfare functions. Formally, we have:
Definition 23. A generalized social welfare function on RX is a function f : R˚X Ñ R, that associates with any coalition A P X ˚ and any
profile R P RxX a preference f pRA q P R. Moreover, we assume that for any
individual i P X, and any profile R P RX
x , f pRi q “ Ri .
In our setup, the domain of generalized social welfare functions is a rich set
of all sizes of profiles. Moreover, it satisfies the Individualism axiom, which
means that it associates any individual preference to the same preference.
12There should be at least four alternatives; otherwise, R is the empty set.
X
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The connection between profiles of different sizes is the extended Pareto
property . The extended Pareto property states that if the associated preference ordering of two disjoint coalitions of individuals, A and B, each prefer
a lottery x to y, then the associated preference ordering of the union of the
coalition with the same preference as before should also prefer x to y.
Definition 24. A generalized social welfare function f : R˚X Ñ R satisfies
the extended Pareto property if for every preference profile R P RX and
for any two disjoint coalitions A, B P X ˚ , and for all lotteries x, y P L,
x f pRA q y, x f pRB q y ñ x f pRAYB q y

(6.5)

x f pRA q y, x f pRB q y ñ x f pRAYB q y

(6.6)

Our main result of this section characterizes the class of extended Pareto
generalized social welfare functions.
Theorem 6. Let X be a set of individuals with |X| ě 4. The generalized
social welfare function f : R˚X Ñ R satisfies the extended Pareto property
if and only if there exists a weight function w : X ˆ Rx Ñ R`` , such that
for any coalition A P X ˚ and any preference profile R P RX , f pRA q has the
following representation:
˛
¨
ÿ ˚ wpi, Ri q ‹
uH pf pRA qq “
‚uH pRi q.
˝ř
wpj, Rj q
iPA

(6.7)

jPA

Moreover, the weight function is unique up to multiplication by a positive
number.
Remark 7. We can rewrite the theorem to specify that the generalized social
welfare function f : R˚X Ñ R satisfies the extended Pareto axiom if and
only if there exists a weight function w : X ˆ Rx Ñ R`` , such that for any
coalition A Ď X and any preference profile R P RX , f pRA q has the following
representation:
ÿ
wpi, Ri quH pRi q.
(6.8)
iPA

Note that each weight depends only on the associated individual’s preferences and not on the other individuals.

The weight function in the representation depends on each individual’s index. However, adding the classical Anonymity condition makes the weight
function independent of individual’s indexes.
Definition 25. An extended Pareto aggregation rule f : R˚X Ñ R satisfies
the Anonymity condition, if any permutation of the indexes of individuals
does not change the generalized social welfare function.
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The anonymity condition makes any extended Pareto generalized social
welfare functions independent of the individual’s indexes. Hence, the uniqueness of the weight function in Theorem 6 makes the weight function, associated with an anonymous extended Pareto aggregation rule, independent of
the indexes. Therefore, we have:
Corollary 9. Let X be a set of individuals with |X| ě 5. The extended Pareto generalized social welfare function f : R˚X Ñ R satisfies the Anonymity condition if and only if there exists a weight function
w : Rx Ñ R`` , such that for any coalition A P X ˚ and any preference
profile R P RX , f pRA q has the representation:
˛
¨
ÿ ˚ wpRi q ‹
(6.9)
uH pf pRA qq “
‚uH pRi q.
˝ř
wpRj q
iPA
jPA

Or, equivalently, if and only if f pRA q has the representation:
ÿ
wpRi quH pRi q.

(6.10)

iPA

Moreover, the weight function is unique up to multiplication by a positive
number.

The positive nature of our result appears to contradict the conjectures
by Kalai and N. Schmeidler, 1977 and Hylland, 1980 that the negative conclusion of the impossibility theorem by Arrow, 1963 holds even with vN-M
preferences. However, other than the differences between our model and
theirs, we only consider the restricted domain where all preferences prefer
the lottery x over the lottery x. As discussed before, the definition of our
restricted domain is crucial in corollary 9.
Remark 8. Relative utilitarianism can be obtained by adding the weak IIA
axiom of Dhillon, 1998: the weight function normalizes each preference such
that the difference between the cardinal utility of the best alternative and
the worst alternative becomes 1. In other words, for any preference R P Rx ,
1
wpRq “ max puH pRqqj ´min
puH pRqqj .
j

j

7. A Conditional Subjective Expected Utility Theory of
State-Dependant Preferences
The choice-theoretic foundation of subjective expected utility was developed by the seminal works of Ramsey, 1931, Savage, 1954, and Anscombe
and Aumann, 1963. In the standard model, the decision-maker has a ranking
over acts (state-contingent outcomes). The representation of this ranking
consists of a subjective probability over the set of states, capturing the decision maker’s beliefs, and a cardinal utility representing the decision maker’s
tastes over the set of outcomes, independent of the realization of the true
state. However, in many applications, such as models for buying health
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insurance, the independence of the utility and the set of states is not a
plausible assumption13.
In this section, we provide a simple theory of subjective expected utility of state-dependent utility by reinterpreting our representation of extended Pareto aggregation rules. We build our model using the framework
of Anscombe et al., 1963. In our model, the decision-maker has a preference
ordering over the set of conditional constant acts. This means that given
any fixed event, the decision-maker has a hypothetical conditional preference ordering over the set of lotteries, representing her conditional preference
condition on learning that only that event is happening14. Each of these hypothetical conditional preferences satisfies the axioms of Von-Neumann et
al., 1944, which means each has an affine representation. We show that
as long as the class of hypothetical conditional preferences satisfies the extended Pareto axiom, there is a subjective probability measure over the set
of states and a state-dependent utility over the set of alternatives. The class
of hypothetical conditional preferences has a representation in the form of
conditional expectation with respect to the subjective probability and the
state-dependent utility.
The result shows that the extended Pareto is the main force behind the
separation of the belief and the state-dependent utility. However, the representation is not unique. Hence, the challenge is to provide meaning to a
decision maker’s prior beliefs when utility is state-dependent. We get the
uniqueness by adding a stronger version of our minimal agreement condition. The strong minimal agreement condition specifies that there exist two
lotteries where one is strictly preferred to the other, regardless of states.
Moreover, the decision maker’s conditional preference for each of them is
independent of the set of states.
We show that under the strong minimal agreement, the belief is unique.
Moreover, the state-dependent utility is unique up to affine transformation.
7.1. Set up and main result. In this section, we develop a simple theory
of subjective expected utility of state-dependant utility by reinterpreting
the results of sections 6.2 and 4.3. Our model is built using the framework
of Anscombe et al., 1963. Let Ω “ t1, 2, . . . , nu be a finite set of states of
nature. The finite set M represents outcomes. The simplex L “ ∆pM q
represents the set of lotteries over the set M . A lottery l P L associates the
probability li to the outcome i P M . Let the O R M . In our setup, the
objects of choice are conditional constant acts. For any lottery l P L,
and any event A P 2Ω zH, the function f : Ω Ñ L Y tOu such that f pwq “ l
for ω P A and f pwq “ O for ω P Ac is termed a conditional constant act
and denoted by f “ pl, A, O, Ac q. The interpretation is that if the event
A is realized, the decision maker faces the lottery l. Otherwise, O will be
13Check Arrow, 1974, Cook and Graham, 1997, and Karni, 1985 for more discussions.
14In Section 7, we illustrate another interpretation of hypothetical conditional prefer-

ences by providing a preference ordering over the set of conditional constant acts.
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realized. We assume that the decision maker has a preference relation ě,
not necessarily a complete relation, over the set of conditional constant acts.
Let F “ tpl, A, O, Ac q| H ‰ A P 2Ω , l P Lu represent the set of conditional
constant acts. For any event H ‰ A P 2Ω , let FA “ tpl, A, O, Ac q|l P Lu be
the set of all conditional constant acts attaining a lottery on the event A
and staying out on the event Ac . We represent the conditional preference
ordering of the decision maker over FA by ěA . For any two lotteries l1 , l2 ,
we write l1 ěA l2 as a shorthand of pl1 , A, O, Ac q ě pl2 , A, O, Ac q.
Our interpretation of conditional preference ordering is related to the
models developed by Luce and Krantz, 1971, Fishburn, 1973, Skiadas, 1997,
and Karni and D. Schmeidler, 2007. However, there is another interpretation
of the conditional preference similar to the conditional decision model of
Ghirardato, 2002. In this interpretation, we assume that the decision-maker
may receive some information that only ω P A can be realized. In this
case, ěA represents the decision maker’s ex-post preference over the set of
lotteries. Similarly, ěΩ represents her ex-ante preference over exactly the
same set of lotteries.
Regardless of the interpretation, the goal is to provide a theory that
connects the class of conditional preferences through the Bayes updating.
Formally, our goal is to find sufficient conditions under which that there
exists a state-dependent utility function u : Ω ˆ M Ñ R and a subjective
probability measure P : Ω Ñ R`` , such that for every two lotteries x, y P L,
and any event A the following holds:
x ěA y ô

ÿ

ωPA

P pω|AqE x rupω, ¨qs ě

ÿ

P pω|AqE y rupω, ¨qs.

(7.1)

ωPA

In the equation above, E x rupw, ¨qs represents the expected utility of the
state-dependent utility u in the state ω and with respect to the lottery x.
The right-hand side of the equation is comparing the conditional expectation
utility of the lottery x and y, with respect to the subjective probability
measure P and the state-dependent utility u. The importance of the result
is that the probability measure P depends on the event A through the Bayes
rule. We will obtain 7.1 from the following axioms/conditions.
Axiom 7.1. (Weak Order) For any event A, the conditional preference
ěA is complete and transitive.
Axiom 7.2. (vN-M Continuity) For any event A and for every x, y, z P L,
if x ěA y ěA z, there exist α, β P p0, 1q such that
αx ` p1 ´ αqz ěA y ěA βx ` p1 ´ βqz
Axiom 7.3. (Independence) For any event A, every x, y, z P L, and every
α P p0, 1q,
x ěA y ñ αx ` p1 ´ αqz ěA αy ` p1 ´ αqz
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Axiom 7.4. (extended Pareto) For any two disjoint events A, B, and for
every x, y P L,
x ěA y, x ěB y ñ x ěAYB y

(7.2)

x ąA y, x ěB y ñ x ąAYB y

(7.3)

Axiom 7.5. (Minimal Agreement) There exist two lotteries x, x P L
such that for every ω P Ω, x ąω x.
Axiom 7.6. (Richness) There exist three states ω1 , ω2 , ω3 P Ω such that
for any ω P tω1 , ω2 , ω3 u, there exist two lotteries x, y P L where x ąω y and
y ěω1 x for ω 1 P tω1 , ω2 , ω3 uztωu.
By considering these six axioms, we can rationalize the behavior of the
decision-maker as a subjective expected utility maximizer with a statedependent utility.
Theorem 7. Suppose that the decision maker’s conditional preferences satisfy axioms 6.1-6.6, then there exist a function u : Ω ˆ M Ñ R and a
probability measure P : Ω Ñ R`` , such that for every two lotteries x, y P L,
and any event A, the following holds:
x ěA y ô

ÿ

ωPA

P pω|AqE x rupω, ¨qs ě

ÿ

P pω|AqE y rupω, ¨qs

(7.4)

ωPA

The proof is similar to the proof of corollary 8. The probability measure
P is not unique. Let Q : Ω Ñ R`` be any probability measure on Ω; by
defining a state-dependent utility wpω, xq “ upω,xq
Qpωq , equation 7.4 continues to
hold with Q and w. However, if we change the minimal agreement axiom to
a stronger version, we attain the uniqueness. In the stronger version of the
minimal agreement, we assume that the decision maker’s preferences over
the lotteries x, x is indifferent to the realization of the states. Formally:
Axiom 7.7. (Strong Minimal Agreement) There exist two lotteries
x, x P L such that for every ω P Ω, x ąω x. Moreover, px, tω1 u, O, Ωztω1 uq „
px, tω2 u, O, Ωztω2 u) and px, tω1 u, O, Ωztω1 uq „ px, tω2 u, O, Ωztω2 uq for all
ω1 , ω2 P Ω.
Conceptually, this axiom is closely related to A.0 axiom by Karni and D.
Schmeidler, 2007. However, unlike Karni’s axiom, we do not need these two
lotteries to be the best and worst lotteries in the set of lotteries. Our model
only needs two lotteries, with one strictly preferred to the other, regardless
of states. Moreover, the decision maker’s conditional preference for each of
them is independent of the set of states.
By replacing the minimal agreement axiom with the strong minimal agreement axiom, we can “uniquely” separate the belief from the state-dependent
preference.
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Theorem 8. Suppose that the decision maker’s conditional preferences satisfy axioms 6.1-6.7, then there exist a function u : Ω ˆ M Ñ R and a
probability measure P : Ω Ñ R`` , such that for every two lotteries x, y P L,
and every event A, the following holds:
x ěA y ô

ÿ

P pω|AqE x rupω, ¨qs ě

ωPA

ÿ

P pω|AqE y rupω, ¨qs

(7.5)

ωPA

Moreover, the probability measure P is unique and the function u is unique
up to affine transformations.
Proof. Based on Theorem 7, there exists a pair pP, uq satisfying equation 7.5. To prove the uniqueness, we assume that pP1 , u1 q and pP2 , u2 q
both represent the same class of conditional preferences. By considering the conditional preference ěω and the vN-M Theorem, we know that
u2 pω, .q “ αω u1 pω, .q`βω . By using the strong minimal agreement axiom, we
have u1 pω1 , xq “ u1 pω2 , xq, u2 pω1 , xq “ u2 pω2 , xq, u1 pω1 , xq “ u1 pω2 , xq, and
u2 pω1 , xq “ u2 pω2 , xq for any two states ω1 , ω2 P Ω. Therefore, αω1 “ αω2
and βω1 “ βω2 for all ω1 , ω2 P Ω. Hence, u2 pω, .q “ αu1 pω, .q ` β for all
ω P Ω.
We consider an event A. Both pP1 , u1 q and pP2 , u2 q represent the conditional preference ěA . Considering the pair pP2 , u2 q, ěA has the representation
ÿ
ÿ
P2 pω|AqE p.q ru2 pω, .qs “
P2 pω|AqE p.q rαu1 pω, .q ` βs
ωPA

ωPA

“α

ÿ

P2 pω|AqE p.q ru1 pω, .qs ` β .

ωPA

positive, the last representation is the same as
řSince, α is strictly
P2 pω|AqE p.q ru1 pω, .qs. However, using the other pair, pP1 , u1 q, we get
ωPA
ř
P1 pω|AqE p.q ru1 pω, .qs. Therefore, for any event A,
the representation
ωPA
ř
ř
P1 pω|AqE p.q ru1 pω, .qs both represent the
P2 pω|AqE p.q ru1 pω, .qs and
ωPA

ωPA

conditional preference ěA . Using the richness axiom, strong minimal agreement condition, and uniqueness of corollary 8, we have P1 “ P2 . This
completes the proof.

8. Related Literature
Our methods are applicable to different areas of economic theory, and generalize existing ideas in those areas. In particular, instances of our weighted
averaging axiom appear in several different papers.
The theory of Case-Based Prediction is developed by the seminal works
of Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1995; Gilboa et al., 2003; Gilboa et al., 2012 and
Billot et al., 2005. In this context, the concatenation axiom proposed by
Billot et al., 2005, is closely related to the strict case of our axiom. However,
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there are differences between the two axioms. As discussed in detail in
Section 4.1, their belief formation process is defined over “sequences” of
cases, in which each sequence can have multiple copies of the same case.
The role of the concatenation axiom is to count the number of each case.
However, in our framework, we define our axiom over “sets” of signals, in
which in each set there is only one copy of each signal. Moreover, our
axiom is defined over disjoint sets. By weakening our definition for any two
general sets, our result does not hold anymore. Using the duality argument,
the consistency axiom of our paper is the combination axiom of Gilboa et
al., 2003. However, our goal is to show that the combination axiom can
be obtain by weaker version of concatenation axiom using a simple duality
argument.
In the paper by Shmaya et al., 2007, they provide an example, on binary state space, to show that their soundness condition is not a sufficient
condition for an updating rule to behave as a Bayesian rule. However, we
show that under our richness assumption, the strict weighted averaging axiom (which is the same as their soundness condition) is the necessary and
sufficient condition for an updating rule to behave as a Bayesian. We also
generalize our result for the class of updating rules that can be rationalized
by a conditional probability system.
In the context of choice theory, Ahn et al., 2018 introduces a model of
continuous average choice over convex domains. In this application, we
generalized their result in many ways. First, their result holds for the strict
case of our axiom. Moreover, continuity and convexity are the two important
forces behind their result. However, we show that the strictness of an average
choice function, continuity, or convexity of the domain are not the main
forces behind extracting the underlying distribution of choices. The main
force is our weighted averaging axiom. Moreover, we show that it is possible
to rationalize an average choice function by a two-stage Luce model, as long
as it satisfies our weighted averaging axiom.
The path independence choice functions are extensively studied by Plott,
1973. Our representation of average choice functions under the weighted averaging axiom and continuity generalizes the results by Kalai and Megiddo,
1980 and Machina and Parks, 1981, regarding the impossibility of a choice
function under both the path independence and the continuity.
In the context of social choice, Dhillon, 1998 and Baucells and Shapley,
2008 study variants of extended Pareto rules.
Baucells et al., 2008 study the extended Pareto rule over vN-M preferences
by relaxing the completeness axiom. Besides the technical and conceptual
differences between the two approaches and results, their model depends
on their non-degeneracy condition. The condition is only satisfied when
there is a spanning tree over the preferences, and every three consecutive
preferences in the spanning tree are linearly independent. However, the
richness condition of our theorem only requires three linearly independent
vectors among the whole set of preferences. Moreover, our result can be
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applied even for the class of extended weak Pareto aggregation rules under
our strong richness condition. Note that our primary goal in this paper is
to show that extended Pareto and extended weak Pareto are special cases
of our weighted averaging axiom (under the minimal agreement condition).
The papers by Dhillon, 1998, Dhillon and Mertens, 1999, and Borgers et
al., 2017b each by considering different sets of axioms, other than Arrow’s,
provide an axiomatization of relative utilitarianism as a positive result. The
paper by Dhillon, 1998 is the closest one to ours. Dhillon considers a variant
of extended Pareto to get a weighted averaging structure. However, Borgers
et al., 2017a shows a counterexample to the representation. We restrict the
domain and use our definition of extended Pareto to get the weighted averaging structure as a consequence of our main theorem. Again, the technique
we developed can also be used to provide a representation of the extended
weak Pareto social welfare functions.
Finally, there are many papers and different approaches to address the
shortcomings of subjective expected utility theory. Note that our goal, in
this context, is to explain the basic underlying structure that lets us separate
beliefs and state-dependent utilities.
Karni, D. Schmeidler, and Vind, 1983 and Karni and D. Schmeidler, 2016
use hypothetical preferences on hypothetical lotteries to obtain the identification of the beliefs and state-dependent preferences. Dereze, 1987, Dereze
and Rustichini, 1999, and Karni, 2006 present different theories to identify
state-dependent preferences in situations where moral hazard is present.
Luce and Krantz, 1971 and Fishburn, 1973 use preferences on enlarged
choice space of all conditional acts to model subjective expected utility of
state-dependent preferences. However, our paper only considers the hypothetical conditional preferences on the set of conditional “constant” acts.
We find the necessary and sufficient condition that our conditional preferences are related to each other through a subjective probability and a
state-dependent utility.
The papers by Skiadas, 1997, Ghirardato, 2002, and Karni and D. Schmeidler, 2007 are closely (conceptually) related to our main result of Section
7. However, there are many differences between each result. Moreover, our
goal is to build the model that only extended Pareto derives the separation
of beliefs and state-dependent preferences.
Skiadas, 1997 presents a nonexpected utility model, by considering hypothetical preferences over the set of act-event pairs. His coherence axiom
has the same role as the extended Pareto axiom in our setup. However,
he used the solvability axiom to be able to apply the Debreu’s additive
representation theorem. In our paper, we consider the class of conditional
vN-M preferences. As a result, we only require the extended Pareto for our
representation.
Karni and D. Schmeidler, 2007 presents a general model with a preference
ordering over the set of unconditional acts. Using the preference order, he
defines the set of conditional preferences over the set of all conditional acts.
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Therefore, to connect the class of conditional preferences, the model needs
the existence of the constant-valuation acts. Moreover, the cardinal and
ordinal coherence axioms are the main forces behind obtaining the Bayesian
updating in his representation. However, in our more restricted domain, we
only need the extended Pareto to get our representation.
Finally, Ghirardato, 2002, by replacing Savage’s sure-thing principle by
dynamic consistency, obtains a subjective expected utility theory that the
conditional preferences are connected through the Bayes rule. However, his
representation only holds for the state-independent preferences.
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9. Appendix
9.1. Proof of Theorem 1. The main part of the proof follows the steps
of Billot et al., 2005, with some twists.
The following two lemmas are the central ideas behind the proof. They
help us to first define the function w and then extend it from the binary sets
to any finite-cardinality sets.
Lemma 1. Select X as any nonempty set. Let X ˚ denote the set of all
nonempty finite subsets of X. Consider two functions f1 , f2 : X ˚ Ñ Rn
that satisfy the strict weighted averaging axiom. Select four points a, b, c, d
in the space X ˚ such that a Y b “ c Y d and a X b “ c X d “ H. If
@ x P ta, b, c, du f1 pxq “ f2 pxq and not all tf1 paq, f1 pbq, f1 pcq, f1 pdqu are on
a same line, then f1 pa Y bq “ f2 pa Y bq.
Proof. Since f1 satisfies the strict weighted averaging axiom and aYb “ cYd
and a X b “ c X d “ H, thus f1 pa Y bq is on the line connecting f1 paq, f1 pbq.
Also, since a Y b “ c Y d , f1 pa Y bq “ f1 pc Y dq should be on the line
connecting f1 pcq and f1 pdq. But tf1 paq, f1 pbq, f1 pcq, f1 pdqu are not collinear,
thus the line connecting f1 paq and f1 pbq and the line connecting f1 pcq and
f1 pdq can only intersect at most at a single point. But f1 pa Y bq is on the
both lines, hence this point must be the unique intersection of them.
Similarly, the same is true for f2 . This means f2 paYbq must be the unique
intersection of the line passing through f2 paq, f2 pbq and the line passing
through f2 pcq, f2 pdq. But since @x P ta, b, c, du f1 pxq “ f2 pxq, f2 pa Y bq
should be the unique intersection of the line passing through f1 paq, f1 pbq
and the line passing through f1 pcq, f1 pdq. But we have already shown that
f1 paYbq is also the unique intersection of the line passing through f1 paq, f1 pbq
and the line passing through f1 pcq, f1 pdq. Thus, f1 pa Y bq “ f2 pa Y bq.

Lemma 2. Assume that tx, y, zu are three points in X such that
f pxq, f pyq, f pzq are not collinear. Let f satisfy the strict weighted averaging axiom and f ptx, y, zuq “ a1 f pxq ` a2 f pyq ` a3 f pzq, then a1 {a2 must be
independent of the choice of z, as long as f pxq, f pyq, f pzq are not collinear.
λ
.
Moreover, if f ptx, yuq “ λf pxq ` p1 ´ λqf pyq, then aa21 “ 1´λ
Proof. Since f pxq, f pyq, f pzq are not collinear, they should be affinely independent. Hence, a1 , a2 , a3 are uniquely defined.
By the strict weighted averaging axiom, there exists λ1 P p0, 1q such that
f ptx, y, zuq “ λ1 f ptx, yuq ` p1 ´ λ1 qf ptzuq. Again by the strict weighted
averaging axiom there exists λ P p0, 1q such that f ptx, yuq “ λf pxq ` p1 ´
λqf pyq. Hence, f ptx, y, zuq “ λ1 pλf pxq ` p1 ´ λqf pyqq ` p1 ´ λ1 qf ptzuq. By
affinely independence of f pxq, f pyq, f pzq, we should have a1 “ λ1 λ and a2 “
λ
, which means that a1 {a2 is independent
λ1 p1´λq. This means that aa21 “ 1´λ
of the choice of z, as long as f pxq, f pyq, f pzq are not collinear.
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9.1.1. Proving the necessary and the uniqueness part.
Assume
ř
wpxqf pxq
xPA
ř
that the weight function w exists. Therefore, f pAq “
wpxq .
It shows that if A X B “ H, then

f pA Y Bq “

ř

xPA

wpxqf pxq
xPAYB wpxq

xPAYB
ř

ř
ř
ř
ř
wpxq
ř wpxqf pxq q ` p ř xPB wpxq qp xPB
ř wpxqf pxq q.
p ř xPA wpxq qp xPA
wpxq
wpxq
xPAYB
xPA
xPAYB
xPB wpxq
ř
wpxq
xPA
, we have f pA Y Bq “ λf pAq ` p1 ´ λqf pBq.
λ“ ř
xPAYB wpxq

“

By defining

Thus, the strict

weighted averaging axiom satisfied.

Regarding the
w, assume that there exist two w1 , w2 such
ř uniqueness of ř
xPA
ř w1 pxqf pxq “
ř w2 pxqf pxq . Since the range of f is not
that f pAq “ xPA
xPA w1 pxq
xPA w2 pxq
a subset of a line, there exist at least three elements x, y, z P X such
that f pxq, f pyq, f pzq are not collinear. Thus, they are affinely independent. Hence, f ptx, y, zuq “ a1 f pxq ` a2 f pyq ` a3 f pzq has a unique solution
a1 , a2 , a3 . Hence, there should be an α such that w1 ppq{w2 ppq “ α @p P
tx, y, zu. We will show that for all other point r P X, w1 prq{w2 prq “ α.
Select a point r P X, based on the assumption on tx, y, zu, there should be
at least two points u, v in tx, y, zu such that f prq, f puq, f pvq are not collinear.
Without loss of generality, assume that tu, vu “ tx, yu. Since f prq, f pxq, f pyq
are affinely independent, f ptx, y, ruq “ b1 f pxq ` b2 f pyq ` b3 f prq
where b1 , b2 , b3 are unique.
Therefore, there exists β such that
w1 ppq{w2 ppq “ β @p P tx, y, ru. But notice that α “ w1 pxq{w2 pxq “ β.
Hence, we should have w1 prq{w2 prq “ α and this is what we wanted to prove.

9.1.2. Proving the sufficiency part. First, in order to define the function w, fix an element x0 P X and put wpx0 q “ 1. Based on the strict
weighted averaging axiom for any y P Xztx0 u such that f pyq ‰ f px0 q, we
have a unique λ P p0, 1q such that f ptx0 , yuq “ λf px0 q ` p1 ´ λqf pyq. Let
define wpyq “ 1´λ
λ .
To define the weight for any other y P Xztx0 u with f pyq “ f px0 q,
we fix another point z0 P Xztx0 u such that f pz0 q ‰ f px0 q. Since
f px0 q “ f pyq, we should have f pyq ‰ f pz0 q. By using the strict weighted
averaging axiom, we know that there exists a unique λ P p0, 1q such that
f ptz0 , yuq “ λf pz0 q ` p1 ´ λqf pyq. Since the weight on z0 has already
wpyq
“ 1´λ
been defined, we define the weight of y such that wpz
λ . Thus,
0q
wpyq “ wpz0 q ˆ

1´λ
λ .

In the rest of this section, we are going to prove that w satisfies
ř the repreř wpxqf pxq ,
sentation of the theorem. It means that by defining f ˚ pAq “ xPA
xPA wpxq
we should have f ˚ pAq “ f pAq.
First, in Step 1 we prove that the representation holds for any three
points, as long as the three points under f are not collinear. In Step 2, we
prove that the representation holds for any two points. In Step 3, (which is
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not necessary, and we provide it for its simplicity to capture the main ideas
of the main part) we prove that for three points the representation holds.
Finally in Step 4, by using induction on the cardinality of subsets of X, we
show that the representation holds for any subset of X.
Step 1: for any three points r, s, t such that f prq, f psq, f ptq are not collinear,
we have f ptr, s, tuq “ a1 f prq ` a2 f psq ` a3 f ptq, where ai are unique. Note
that, it is enough to prove that aa21 “ wprq
wpsq , because in the same way, we can
wptq
a3
also get aa32 “ wpsq
wptq , a1 “ wprq . There are two cases:
Case 1: If x0 , r, s are such f px0 q, f prq, f psq are not collinear then
f ptx0 , r, suq “ b1 f px0 q ` b2 f prq ` b3 f psq. Based on Lemma 2, we know
that aa21 “ bb23 . But Again using the Lemma 2 and the way we define w, we

know that
a1
a2

b1
b2

“

b1
1
wprq , b3

“

1
wpsq

which means that

b2
b3

“

wprq
wpsq .

Hence, we have

wprq
wpsq .

“
Case 2: If x0 , r, s are such that f px0 q, f prq, f psq are collinear, in this
case both tf px0 q, f prq, f ptqu and tf px0 q, f psq, f ptqu are not collinear. By
wptq
a3
the same technique as the first case, we get that aa13 “ wprq
wptq and a2 “ wpsq .
Hence, it means that
wanted to prove.

a1
a2

“

a1
a3

ˆ

a3
a2

“

wprq
wptq

ˆ

wptq
wpsq

“

wprq
wpsq ,

which is what we

Step 2: Assume that r, s P X. We want to show that f ˚ ptr, suq “ f ptr, suq.
If f prq “ f psq, then it is true. If f prq ‰ f psq, then by the richness
condition, there exists an element t P X such that tf ptq, f prq, f psqu are not
collinear. Based on Step 1, we know that f ptt, r, suq “ f ˚ ptt, r, suq, also
we have f ptq “ f ˚ ptq, f prq “ f ˚ prq, and f psq “ f ˚ psq. Notice that, based
on the strict weighted averaging axiom, f ptr, suq is on the line connecting
f prq and f psq. Also, it is on the line connecting f ptt, r, suq and f ptq. The
reason is that by the strict combination axiom, there exist a λ P p0, 1q
such that f ptt, r, suq “ λf ptq ` p1 ´ λqf ptr, suq, which means that f ptr, suq
is on the line connecting f ptt, r, suq and f ptq. Similarly, everything holds
for f ˚ which means that f ˚ ptr, suq is on the line connecting f ˚ prq and
f ˚ psq and also it is on the line connecting f ˚ ptt, r, suq and f ˚ ptq. Since
tf ptq, f prq, f psqu are not collinear the intersection of two line can have
at most one solution and since f ptt, r, suq “ f ˚ ptt, r, suq, f ptq “ f ˚ ptq,
f prq “ f ˚ prq, and f psq “ f ˚ psq then by a similar argument as Lemma 1,
we should have a unique intersection, which satisfies f ˚ ptr, suq “ f ptr, suq.
This is what we wanted to prove.
Step 3: (This part is the tricky part, we provide it to capture the
main ideas. We will use the same technique in Step 4) We are going to
prove that for all three point r, s, t we have f ˚ ptr, s, tuq “ f ptr, s, tuq.There
are two separate cases to be considered.
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Case 1: If f prq, f psq, f ptq are not collinear, then by Step 1, it is correct.
Case 2: Assume that f prq, f psq, f ptq are collinear. If all of them are the
same, then by strict weighted averaging axiom f ˚ ptr, s, tuq “ f ptr, s, tuq.
Hence, assume that they are not all the same.
Without loss of the generality, assume that f psq ‰ f prq, f psq ‰ f ptq.
Based on the richness condition of f , we should have a point v P X such that
not all f pvq, f prq, f psq, and f ptq are collinear. Note that, f pvq, f prq, f psq are
not collinear. Similarly, f pvq, f psq, f ptq are not collinear. Based on Case 1,
we know that f ˚ ptv, r, suq “ f ptv, r, suq and f ˚ ptv, s, tuq “ f ptv, s, tuq. Also,
we know that f ˚ pvq “ f pvq, f ˚ prq “ f prq, f ˚ psq “ f psq, and f ˚ ptq “ f ptq.
Using the strict weighted averaging axiom, we know that f ptv, r, s, tuq is
on the intersection of the line passing through f ptv, r, suq and f ptq, and
the line passing through the f ptv, s, tuq and f prq. Also, note that not all
of f ptv, r, suq, f ptv, s, tuq, f prq, and f ptq are collinear, since otherwise f pvq
must be on the line connecting f prq and f psq. Similarly, we have the same
properties for f ˚ ptv, r, s, tuq. Based on the argument of the Lemma 1, we
have f ptv, r, s, tuq “ f ˚ ptv, r, s, tuq.
By using the strict weighted averaging axiom, we know that f ptr, s, tuq
is on the line passing through f ptv, r, s, tuq and f pvq, since there exists
λ P p0, 1q such that f ptv, r, s, tuq “ λf ptr, s, tuq ` p1 ´ λqf pvq. Again, by
using the strict weighted averaging axiom, we know that f ptr, s, tuq is on
the line passing through f ptr, suq and f ptq. Also, the same holds for f ˚ .
Moreover, we have f ptv, r, s, tuq “ f ˚ ptv, r, s, tuq, f ptr, suq “ f ˚ ptr, suq,
f pvq “ f ˚ pvq, and f ptq “ f ˚ ptq. Also, not all f ptv, r, s, tuq, f ptr, suq, f pvq,
and f ptq are on a same line, since otherwise f pvq, f prq, f psq, and f ptq are
collinear which is not correct. As a result, based on the argument of lemma
1, we have f ˚ ptr, s, tuq “ f ptr, s, tuq. The latter is what we wanted to prove.
Step 4 (The main Step): Up to here, we prove that for any A P X ˚ if
|A| ď 3 then f ˚ pAq “ f pAq. To complete the proof, we will use an induction
on the cardinality of A. Assume that for all A P X ˚ with |A| ď k we have
f ˚ pAq “ f pAq. We are going to show that for all A P X ˚ with |A| “ k ` 1,
we have f ˚ pAq “ f pAq.
Fix a subset A with |A| “ k ` 1. Assume that A “ tx1 , . . . , xk`1 u. There
are two separate cases to be considered.
k`1
Case 1: Assume that not all tf pxi qui“1
are collinear. Note that, by the
induction hypothesis, @x P A and @ B P 2Aztxu we have f pBq “ f ˚ pBq.
Define linepf pxq, f pAztxuqq as the line passing through f pxq and f pAztxuq
for the case where f pxq “ f pAztxuq. However, if f pxq “ f pAztxuq, then
define it as the single point f pxq.
If there exists x P A such that f pxq “ f pAztxuq, then based on the
strict weighted averaging axiom , there exists λ P p0, 1q such that f pAq “
λf pxq ` p1 ´ λqf pAztxuq “ f pxq. Similarly, f ˚ pAq “ f ˚ pxq. But, we know
that f pxq “ f ˚ pxq, which means that f pAq “ f ˚ pAq.
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If @ x P A f pxq “ f pAztxuq, then there exist x, y P A such that
f pxq, f pAztxuq, f pyq, f pAztyuq are not collinear. Because, otherwise all
f pxi q are on the f pxq, f pAztxuq, which cannot be correct since we ask`1
sumed that not all tf pxi qui“1
are collinear. Considering x, y P A such
that f pxq, f pAztxuq, f pyq, f ppAztyuq are not collinear, based on the strict
weighted averaging axiom we know that f pAq is on linepf pxq, f pAztxuqq.
Also, it must be on linepf pyq, f pAztyuqq.
Similarly, by the strict
weighted averaging axiom when applied to f ˚ , we know that f ˚ pAq is on
linepf ˚ pxq, f ˚ pAztxuqq. Moreover, it must be on the linepf ˚ pyq, f ˚ pAztyuqq.
Since (1) f pxq “ f ˚ pxq, f pAztxuq “ f ˚ pAztxuq, P pyq “ P ˚ pyq,
P pAztyuq “ P ˚ pAztyuq and, (2) not all f pxq, f pAztxuq, f pyq, and f ppAztyuq
are collinear, based on the Lemma 1, we have f ˚ pAq “ f pAq. Hence in
k`1
the case that not all tf pxi qui“1
are collinear, we showed that f ˚ pAq “ f pAq.
k`1
Case 2: Assume that tf pxi qui“1
are collinear. Without loss of generality,
assume that f px1 q, f pxk`1 q are the two extreme points on the line that
contains them, which means that all other points are between this two.
k`1
If f px1 q “ f pxk`1 q,then all tf pxi qui“1
are the same. Using the strict
weighted averaging axiom, it shows that f pAq “ f px1 q “ f ˚ px1 q “ f ˚ pAq.
If f px1 q ‰ f pxk`1 q, based on the richness condition of the aggregation rule f , we can select a point y P XzA such that not all f pyq, f px1 q,
and f pxk`1 q are collinear. Based on the previous Case 1, we know that
f py, x1 , . . . , xk q “ f ˚ py, x1 , . . . , xk q, since we have proved that f and f ˚ are
coincided for any k ` 1 not collinear points. Similarly, we have f py, x2 ,
. . . , xk`1 q “ f ˚ py, x2 , . . . , xk`1 q.
Using the strict weighted averaging axiom, f pty, x1 , . . . , xk`1 uq is on the
linepf pty, x1 , . . . , xk uq, f pxk`1 qq.
It is also on the linepf pty, x2 ,
. . . , xk`1 uq, f px1 qq. Also, not all f pty, x1 , . . . , xk uq, f pxk`1 qq, f pty, x2 , . . . ,
xk`1 uq, f px1 qq are collinear, since f pty, x1 , . . . , xk uq cannot be on linepf px1 q,
f pxk`1 qq otherwise f pyq must be on that line which is not correct. Similarly,
everything holds for the f ˚ .
Since, f pty, x1 , . . . , xk uq “ f ˚ pty, x1 , . . . , xk uq, f pxk`1 q “ f ˚ pxk`1 q,
f pty, x2 , . . . , xk`1 uq “ f ˚ pty, x2 , . . . , xk`1 uq, and f px1 q “ f ˚ px1 q then again
by using Lemma 1, we get f pty, x1 , . . . , xk`1 uq “ f ˚ pty, x1 , . . . , xk`1 uq.
The point f ptx1 , . . . , xk`1 uq is on the linepf px1 q, f pxk qq. It is also on
the linepf pyq, f pty, x1 , . . . , xk`1 uqq, since by the strict weighted averaging
axiom f pty, x1 , . . . , xk`1 uq “ λf pyq ` p1 ´ λqf ptx1 , . . . , xk`1 uq for some
λ P p0, 1q. Similarly, the same holds for f ˚ . Finally, since (1) f pyq “ f ˚ pyq,
f pty, x1 , . . . , xk`1 uq “ f ˚ pty, x1 , . . . , xk`1 uq, f px1 q “ f ˚ px1 q and, (2)
f pxk`1 q “ f ˚ pxk`1 q and f px1 q, f pxk`1 q, and f pyq are not collinear, then
using the same types of arguments in Lemma 1, we get f pAq “ f ˚ pAq. This
is what we wanted to prove.

Hence, for all A P X ˚ with cardinality k`1, we have f pAq “ f ˚ pAq. Based
on the induction, we have f pAq “ f ˚ pAq for all A P X ˚ . This completes the
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proof.

9.2. Proof of Theorem 2. There are couple of steps in the proof. Defining the weak order:
Step 1: First, we define a binary relation ě over every two different elements
x, y P X by:
Case 1: If f pxq ‰ f pyq, we define x ě y ðñ f ptx, yuq ‰ f pyq.
Case 2: If f pxq “ f pyq, then by the strong richness condition, we select
another point z P X, such that f ptx, zuq R tf pxq, f pzqu. Hence, we have
f pzq ‰ f pyq. In this case, we define x ě y ðñ f ptz, yuq ‰ f pyq.
To obtain reflexivity, for any x P X, we define x ě x.
Step 2: We prove that ě is a weak order. The reflexivity and the completeness are trivial. We only need to establish the transitivity. Assume
that x ě y, y ě z. We will show that x ě z.
The proof is by contradiction. Therefore, assume that z ą x.
Case 1: Assume that f pxq, f pyq, f pzq are non-collinear. Since z ą x,
based on the way we defined ě, we have f px, zq “ f pzq.
Consider the coalition tx, y, zu. By using the weighted averaging axiom
over the sub-coalitions tx, zu and tyu, the vector f ptx, y, zuq should be on
the line joining f pyq and f ptx, zuq (which is the same as f pzq). Similarly,
by considering the sub-coalitions tx, yu and tzu, f ptx, y, zuq should be on
the line passing through f ptx, yuq and f pzq. Since f ptx, yuq ‰ f pyq and
f ptx, yuq, f pyq, f pzq are non-collinear, we have f ptx, y, zuq “ f pzq. However,
by considering the sub-coalitions ty, zu, txu and the fact that f pty, zuq ‰
f pzq, this cannot be happen. Therefore, x ě z.
Case 2: Assume that f pxq, f pyq, f pzq are collinear. By using the strong
richness condition, we can select a point u P X such that f puq is not on
the line passing through f pxq, f pyq, f pzq, and also f ptu, xuq R tf pxq, f puqu
(this means that x „ u). First, using Case 1, by considering the coalitions
tu, x, yu, tu, x, zu, we have u ě y and z ą u. Since tu, y, zu are non-collinear,
by using case 1, we have z ą u, u ě y ñ z ą y. But this is a contradiction.
Therefore, x ě z.
The main part: proving f pAq “ f pM pA, ěqq.
Up to here, we show that ě is a weak order. Next, we will show that for
any coalition A P X ˚ we have f pAq “ f pM pA, ěqq.
We use the letter H for the highest-ordered elements of A, and L for the
rest. In other words, H :“ M pA, ěq, L :“ AzH. The proof is by a doubleinduction on the cardinality of H and L. In Step 1, we will show that if
x P X and L P X ˚ are such that @z P L : x ą y, then we should have
f ptxu Y Lq “ f pxq.
In Step 2, we show that for a given coalition H P X ˚ , where all elements
of H are in the same equivalence class, and for all L P X ˚ , if for all
x P H, y P L : x ą y, then we have f pH Y Lq “ f pHq. Using these two
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steps, we will finish the proof.
Step 1: Fix an element x P X. By induction on the cardinality of L, where
@y P L, x ą y, we prove that f ptxu Y Lq “ f pxq.
We have already proved the case where |L| “ 1. Assume that for all
|L| ď k the result is correct. We will show that for all L with |L| “ k ` 1,
the result is also correct.
Fix a coalition L with |A| “ k ` 1 and such that @y P L, x ą y. Assume
that A “ ty1 , . . . , yk`1 u.
If for all y P L : f pyq “ f pxq, then using the weighted averaging axiom
f ptxu Y Lq “ f pxq, which is what we wanted to prove. Similarly, if f pLq “
f pxq, we have f ptxu Y Lq “ f pxq.
Therefore, consider the case that not all of them are the same and f pLq ‰
f pxq.
Using our definition of the line in the proof of Theorem 1, for each y P
L we consider linepf ptxu Y pLztyuqq, f pyqq. Using the weighted averaging
axiom, for all y P L, f ptxu Y Lq P linepf ptxu Y Lztyuq, f pyqq. By using the
induction hypothesis f ptxuYLztyuq “ f pxq. Therefore, @y P L, f ptxuYLq P
linepf pxq, f pyqq.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we consider two separate cases.
Case 1: Consider the case where there exist two elements y1 , y2 P L such
that f pxq, f py1 q, f py2 q are non-collinear. We use the same technique as in
the proof of Theorem 1.
We know that f ptxu Y Lq P linepf pxq, f py1 qq as well as f ptxu Y Lq P
linepf pxq, f py2 qq. Moreover, we know that f pxq, f py1 q, f py2 q are noncollinear. Therefore, the intersection of the two lines, should be f pxq. This
shows that f ptxu Y Lq “ f pxq.
Case 2: If all the vectors f pxq, f py1 q, . . . , f pyk`1 q are collinear. In this
case, the idea is to add a point x1 P X such that x1 „ x and f px1 q is not on the
line containing all f pxq, f py1 q, . . . , f pyk`1 q. This is possible because of the
strong richness condition. By using the transitivity of the ě, @y P L : x1 ą y.
Fix a point y0 P L such that f py0 q ‰ f pxq. This is possible since we
already assumed that not all f pyq ,with y P L, are the same as f pxq.
Consider the coalition txu Y tx1 u Y L. By using the weighted averaging axiom and the sub-coalitions tx, Lzty0 uu, tx1 , y0 u, we have f ptxu Y
tx1 u Y Lq P linepf ptx, Lzty0 uuq, f ptx1 , y0 uqq. Using the induction hypothesis,
f ptx, Lzty0 uuq “ f pxq and f ptx1 , y0 uq “ f px1 q. Therefore, f ptxuYtx1 uYLq P
linepf pxq, f px1 qq.
Next, we show that f ptxu Y tx1 u Y Lq ‰ f pxq. Since x „ x1 and f pxq ‰
f px1 q, we have f ptx, x1 uq ‰ f px1 q. Moreover, based on the way we selected
the point x1 , f ptx, x1 uq is not on the line containing f pxq and tf pyq|y P
Lu. Consider the partition of txu Y tx1 u Y L into tx, x1 u and L. Based
on the choice of the L, at the beginning of Step 1, f pLq ‰ f pxq. Since
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f ptx, x1 uq ‰ f pxq, f pLq ‰ f pxq, and f pxq, f px1 q, f pLq are non-collinear, we
have f ptxu Y tx1 u Y Lq ‰ f pxq.
Finally, by partitioning txu Y tx1 u Y L into tx1 u and txu Y L, the weighted
averaging axiom results in f ptxu Y tx1 u Y Lq P linepf ptxu Y Lq, f px1 qq.
Therefore, f ptxu Y Lq is on the line joining f ptxu Y tx1 u Y Lq and f px1 q.
However, we have already shown that f ptxu Y tx1 u Y Lq is on the line
passing through f pxq and f px1 q. Thus, f ptxu Y Lq should be on the line
joining f pxq and f px1 q. However, the only intersection of linepf pxq, f px1 qq
and the line containing all the points f pxq, f py1 q, . . . , f pyk`1 q is the point
f pxq. Thus, f ptxu Y Lq “ f pxq, which completes the proof.
Step 2: In this step, by using induction on the cardinality of the set H, in
which all elements have the same order, we show that for any coalition L if
all elements of the set L have lower orderings compared to the elements of
H, then we should have f pH Y Lq “ f pHq.
Fix a set L. Based on Step 1, we know that for any x P X such that
@y P L : x ą y, we should have f ptxu Y Lq “ f pxq. This is the starting point
of our induction. Assume that for all |H| “ k, we have f pH Y Lq “ f pHq.
We will show that for any |H| “ k ` 1, we have f pH Y Lq “ f pHq.
For any x P H, by the weighted averaging axiom over the sub-coalitions
txu Y L and Hztxu, we have f pH Y Lq P linepf ptxu Y Lq, f pHztxuqq.
Based on step 1, we know that f ptxu Y Lq “ f pxq.
Therefore,
f pH Y Lq P linepf pxq, f pHztxuqq. Similarly, by the weighted averaging axiom over the coalition H and its sub-coalitions txu, Hztxu, we should
have f pHq P linepf pxq, f pHztxuqq. Consider two cases:
Case 1: Consider the case in which not all members of tf pxq|x P Hu
are collinear. Hence, there should be at least two elements x, y P H
that f pxq, f pHztxuq, f pyq, and f pHztyuq are not collinear. Therefor,
the intersection of the lines joining f pxq, f pHztxuq and the line joining
f pyq, f pHztyuq can have at most one intersection. Since f pHq is on both
lines, the unique intersection should be f pHq. But f pH Y Lq is also on both
lines. Hence, we should have f pH Y Lq “ f pHq, which completes this case.
Case 2: Consider the case where all members of the set tf pxq|x P Hu are
on a line. By using the strong richness condition, there exists an element x1 P
X such that f px1 q is not on that line. We consider the coalition tx1 uYH YL.
By using the weighted averaging axiom over the sub-coalitions tx1 u Y L and
H, we should have f ptx1 u Y H Y Lq on the line joining f ptx1 u Y Lq and f pHq.
By the induction hypothesis, f ptx1 u Y Lq “ f px1 q. Hence, we should have
f ptx1 u Y H Y Lq P linepf px1 q, f pHqq.
Similarly, by partitioning the set tx1 u Y H Y L into H Y L and tx1 u, we
have f ptx1 u Y H Y Lq P linepf px1 q, f pH Y Lqq.
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Select an element x1 P H. By partitioning the coalition tx1 u Y H Y L
between the sub-coalitions tx1 , x1 u and pHztx1 uq Y L, using the weighted
averaging axiom, we obtain f ptx1 u Y H Y Lq ‰ f ptx1 uq.
Finally, using (1) f ptx1 u Y H Y Lq P linepf px1 q, f pHqq, and (2) f ptx1 u Y
H Y Lq P linepf px1 q, f pH Y Lqq, and (3) f ptx1 u Y H Y Lq ‰ f px1 q, we have
linepf px1 q, f pHqq “ linepf px1 q, f pH Y Lqq. But the intersection of the last
line with the line containing all the elements of H, can have at most one
intersection. Therefore, f pH Y Lq “ f pHq, which completes the proof.
Completing the proof:
Consider a coalition H where all elements have the similar order. We
consider any two disjoint sub-coalitions H1 , H2 P H, where f pH1 q ‰ f pH2 q.
Using the same technique of the previous part, we have f pH1 YH2 q ‰ f pH1 q.
By using the result of Theorem 1, we can get the appropriate representation in each equivalence class. Also by using the result of the previous part,
f pAq “ f pM pA, ěqq. The combination of these two results completes the
proof.

9.3. Proof of Theorem 3. The following two lemmas help us proving the
theorem.
Lemma 3. Given any two linearly independent vectors v1 , v2 in Rn , there
exists a neighborhood of v1 that any vector in that neighborhood is linearly
independent of v2 . More generally, given any m vectors tv1 , . . . , vm u such
that v1 is not in the linear space generated by the rest of the points, then
there exists a neighbor of v1 such that any point in that neighborhood is not
in spanptv2 , . . . , vm uq.
Proof. Since K “ spanptv2 , . . . , vm uq is a closed set that is disjoint from the
vector v1 , the distance between v1 and K should be nonzero. Hence, there
exists a neighborhood of v1 (for example the ball with radios distpv1 , Kq{2
around v1 ) disjoint from K. As a result, any point in that neighborhood is
not in spanptv2 , . . . , vn uq.

Lemma 4. Let v1 , v2 P Rn be two linearly independent vectors and v “
αv1 ` p1 ´ αqv2 , for some α P r0, 1s, is a vector between v1 , v2 . If the vectors
vn “ αn v1 ` p1 ´ αn qv2n are such that αn P r0, 1s, v2n Ñ v2 , and vn Ñ v, then
αn Ñ α.
Proof. We prove it by contradiction. If it is not the case, there exists a
subsequence αnk of αn and some ǫ ą 0, such that @ nk : αnk R Bǫ pαq.
Based on compactness of r0, 1s, there exist a subsequence αnkj of αnk that
is convergent to some β P r0, 1s. Since αnk R Bǫ pαq, we have β “ α. Based
on the assumption of the lemma, since the sequence vn is convergent to v,
nk
the subsequence vnkj also converges to v. Similarly, v2 j converges to v2 .
nk

Hence, vnkj “ αnkj v1 ` p1 ´ αnkj qv2 j Ñ βv1 ` p1 ´ βqv2 and vnkj Ñ v. As
a result, βv1 ` p1 ´ βqv2 “ v “ αv1 ` p1 ´ αqv2 . However, since v1 , v2 are
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linearly independent, α and β should be the same, which is a contradiction.
The contradiction shows that αn Ñ α.

Using the lemmas mentioned above, we will complete the proof. Based
on Theorem 2.5, there exist a unique weak order ě and a weight function
w : X Ñ R`` such that for any A P X ˚
ř
wpxqf pxq
f pAq “

xPM pA,ěq

ř

wpxq

.

xPM pA,ěq

Let x P X be any given point. We need to prove that the weight function
is continuous around x and any point close enough to x has the same order,
respect to the weak order ě, as x.
To complete the proof, assume that xn P X and xn Ñ x. We are going
to prove that:
1) wpxn q Ñ wpxq,
2) DN P N such that for all n ą N : xn „ x.
Proving these two completes the proof.
Based on the strong richness condition, there should be a point
y P X such that (1) f pxq, f pyq are linearly independent, and (2)
pxq`wpyqf pyq
, which means that x „ y. The reason is that
f ptx, yuq “ wpxqf
wpxq`wpyq
by the strong richness condition, there should be at least two other points
y, z with the same order as x, such that not all of f pxq, f pyq, and f pzq are
collinear. This means that f pxq and at least one of f pyq or f pzq should be
linearly independent. Without loss of generality, we assume that f pxq and
f pyq are linearly independent.
Given any two points a, b P X, we define the function 1a pbq as follows:
#
1 if b ě a,
1a pbq “
0 Otherwise.
Consider the sequence of vectors f ptxn , yuq. By Theorem 2, we have
1 px qwpx qf px q`1 pyqwpyqf pyq
1y pxn qwpxn q
f ptxn , yuq “ y n1y pxnnqwpxnnq`1xxnpyqwpyq
“ 1y pxn qwpx
f pxn q `
n q`1x pyqwpyq
n

1xn pyqwpyq
1xn pyqwpyq`1y pxn qwpxn q f pyq.

n

Based on continuity of the aggregation rule f ,
f pxn q Ñ f pxq and f ptxn , yuq Ñ f ptx, yuq. Since f pxq and f pyq are linearly independent, all conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied. Hence, we have
1y pxn qwpxn q
1xn pyqwpyq
wpyq
wpxq
1y pxn qwpxn q`1xn pyqwpyq Ñ wpxq`wpyq and 1y pxn qwpxn q`1xn pyqwpyq Ñ wpxq`wpyq .
Since both wpxq and wpyq are strictly positive, we should have 1y pxn q Ñ 1
and similarly 1xn pyq Ñ 1. This means that for large n, xn „ y. Since y „ x,
for large n we have xn „ x. This complete part 2 of the proof.
For the part 1, since we have already proved that for large n, xn „ x „ y,
1xn pyqwpyq
wpyq
the convergence 1y pxn qwpx
becomes wpxnwpyq
Ñ wpxq`wpyq
q`wpyq Ñ
n q`1x pyqwpyq
n
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This means that wpxn q Ñ wpxq, which proves that w is continu-

ous at x.
Proving part 1 and 2 complete the proof.

9.4. Proof of Proposition 1. There are a couple of steps to prove the
result.
Step 1: Assume that all signals arrive at time 1. By using Corollary 2,
there exists a unique (up to multiplication)
weight function w : X ˚ Ñ R`` ,
ř

such that for all A P X ˚ , f pA, 1q “

wpxqf pxq

xPAř

wpxq

. By using the uniqueness

xPA

of w and the stationarity axiom, for any constant time shift c and for all
A P X ˚ we have:
ř
wpxqf pxq
xPA
ř
.
f pA, cq “
wpxq
xPA

Consider two signals x0 , y0 P X, where f px0 q ‰ f py0 q. Let the timing
of x0 , y0 be Ttx0 ,y0 u px0 q “ 1, Ttx0 ,y0 u py0 q “ 2. Using the strict weighted
averaging axiom, there exists a λ P p0, 1q where f ptx0 , y0 u, Ttx0 ,y0 u q “

wpy0 q
λf px0 q ` p1 ´ λqf py0 q. We define q such that 1´λ
λ “ q ˆ wpx0 q .
In the rest of the proof, we show that these choices of w, q attain the
representation of Proposition 1.
Step 2: We show that for any signal z P X, the representation holds for the
coalition tx0 , zu and for the timing function Ttx0 ,zupx0 q “ 1, Ttx0 ,zu pzq “ 2.
Case 1: Consider any signal z P X, such that tf px0 q, f py0 q, f pzqu are not
collinear. We form the coalition tx0 , y0 , zu with the timing Ttx0 ,y0 ,zupx0 q “
1, Ttx0 ,y0 ,zu py0 q “ 2, Ttx0 ,y0 ,zupzq “ 2. Using the strict weighted averaging axiom, by considering the sub-coalitions tx0 u and ty0 , zu and the fact
that y0 and z has the same timing, Lemma 2, in the proof of Theorem 1,
shows that the representation holds for the coalition tx0 , zu with the timing
Ttx0 ,zu px0 q “ 1, Ttx0 ,zu pzq “ 2.
Case 2: Consider any signal z P X, such that tf px0 q, f py0 q, f pzqu are
collinear. By the richness condition, there exists a signal z 1 P X such
that tf px0 q, f py0 q, f pzq, f pz 1 qu are not collinear. We consider the timing
Ttx0 ,y0 ,z,z 1 u px0 q “ 1, Ttx0 ,y0 ,z,z 1 u py0 q “ 2, Ttx0 ,y0 ,z,z 1 u pzq “ 2, Ttx0 ,y0 ,z,z 1 u pz 1 q “
2. The representation holds for the sub-coalitions tx, y, z 1 u (by Case 1) and
ty, z, z 1 u (since all have the same timing). Thus, by applying Lemma 2 first
on ty, z, z 1 u and then on tx, y, z 1 u, we can show that the representation holds
for the coalition tx0 , zu with the timing Ttx0 ,zu px0 q “ 1, Ttx0 ,zu pzq “ 2.
Step 3: We show that the representation holds for any two signals u, v P X
with the timing function Ttu,vu puq “ 1, Ttu,vu pvq “ 2.
Case 1: If tf px0 q, f puq, f pvqu are non-collinear, then we consider the timing function Ttx0 ,u,vu px0 q “ 1, Ttx0 ,u,vu puq “ 1, Ttx0 ,u,vu pvq “ 2. By applying
Lemma 2 twice on tx0 , uu and tx0 , vu with their corresponding timings, we
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can show that the representation should holds for u, v P X with the timing
function Ttu,vu puq “ 1, Ttu,vu pvq “ 2.
Case 1: If tf px0 q, f puq, f pvqu are collinear, then by the richness condition, there exists a signal z P X such that tf px0 q, f puq, f pvq, f pzqu are not
collinear. Consider the timing function Ttx0 ,u,v,zupx0 q “ 1, Ttx0 ,u,v,zupuq “
1, Ttx0 ,u,v,zu pvq “ 2, Ttx0 ,u,v,zu pzq “ 2. By applying Lemma 2 for the subcoalition tx0 , u, zu and their corresponding timing, shows that the representation holds for tu, zu and their timing Ttu,zu puq “ 1, Ttu,zu pzq “ 2. Then,
by considering the coalition tu, v, zu and their corresponding timing, Lemma
2 shows that the representation holds for tu, vu and the timing function
Ttu,vu puq “ 1, Ttu,vu pvq “ 2.
Step 4: In this step, we show that given any t P N, the representation
holds for any two signals u, v P X and the timing function Ttu,vu puq “
1, Ttu,vu pvq “ t. The proof is by induction on t. By Step 3, the representation
holds for t “ 2. Assume that the representation holds for all t ă k with
k ą 3. We will show that it also holds for t “ k.
Case 1: If f puq ‰ f pvq, then we consider a signal z P X such that
tf puq, f pvq, f pzqu are not collinear. Let the timing function be Ttu,v,zu puq “
1, Ttu,v,zu pvq “ k ` 1, Ttu,v,zu pzq “ k.
Consider any wpu, 1q, wpv, kq, wpz, k ´ 1q P p0, 1q such that
f ptu, v, zu, Tu,v,z q “ wpu, 1qf puq ` wpv, kqf pvq ` wpz, k ´ 1qf pzq. By Lemma
2, induction hypothesis, and the stationarity axiom, we have wpv,kq
wpu,1q “
wpv,kq
wpz,k´1q

wpvq
k´2 wpzq q “ q k´1 wpvq . Thus, the represenˆ wpz,k´1q
wpu,1q “ pq wpzq qpq
wpuq
wpuq
tation holds.
Case 1: If f puq “ f pvq, then we consider two signals z, z 1 P X such that
tf puq, f pvq, f pzq, f pz 1 qu are not collinear (which is possible by the richness
condition). Let the timing function be Ttu,v,z,z 1 u puq “ 1, Ttu,v,z,z 1 u pvq “
k`1, Ttu,v,z,z 1 u pzq “ k, Ttu,v,z,z 1 u pz 1 q “ k. By the uniqueness part of Theorem
1 and the induction hypothesis, the representation still holds in this case.
Step 4: Finally, for any coalition A P X ˚ and any timing function TA , the
uniqueness of Theorem 1 and Step 4 establish that the representation should
hold with q, w.

9.5. Proof of Theorem 5 and Corollary 7. Assume that the aggregation rule f : X ˚ Ñ Rm satisfies the minimal agreement condition and
v P Rm is the direction on which all agents agree.
Consider two disjoint coalitions A, B P X ˚ with the corresponding cardinal utilities uA P UA and uB P UB . Assume that uAYB P UAYB is a
cardinal utility that represents the preference ordering of the union A Y B.
If uA “ uB , then the result is trivial. Hence, consider the case uA ‰ uB .
First, by using the Farkas’ Lemma, we show that the extended Pareto
is equivalent to uAYB P Cone˝ puA , uB q (which Cone˝ puA , uB q denotes the
interior of the cone generated by uA and uB ).
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If uAYB P Cone˝ puA , uB q, then there exist α, β ą 0 such that
uAYB “ αuA ` βuB . Therefore, for any x, y P L if uA ¨ x ě uA ¨ y and
uB ¨ x ě uB ¨ y, then uAYB ¨ x ě uAYB ¨ y. Similarly, if uA ¨ x ą uA ¨ y and
uB ¨ x ě uB ¨ y, then uAYB ¨ x ą uAYB ¨ y. This proves that the preference
ordering of A Y B, satisfies the extended Pareto axiom.
For the other side, if the utility of the union uAYB R Cone˝ puA , uB q, then
Eα, β ą 0 such that uAYB “ αuA ` βuB . The Farkas’ Lemma guarantees
that there exists a vector z P Rm such that z ¨ uA ě 0, z ¨ uB ě 0 and
z ¨ uAYB ă 0.
Consider a vector y P Rm that is in the interior of L. We select λ ą 0
such that y ` λz P L. This is possible since we assume that y is in the
interior of L. By defining x “ y ` λz, we get x ´ y “ λz. Since λ ą 0
and z ¨ uA ě 0, z ¨ uB ě 0, we have uA ¨ x ě uA ¨ y, and uB ¨ x ě uB ¨ y.
But since z ¨ uAYB ă 0, we have uAYB and x ă uAYB ¨ y. But by the extended Pareto axiom, this cannot be true. Therefore, uAYB P Con˝ puA , uB q.
Now consider the intersection of H “ tx P Rm | x ¨ v “ 1u and
Cone˝ puA , uB q. Since uA ¨v ą 0 and uB ¨v ą 0, there should be a unique ûA P
UA , ûB P UB both in H. It is trivial that Con˝ puA , uB q “ Con˝ pûA , ûB q.
Since both ûA .v ą 0 and ûB .v ą 0, the intersection of the interior of the
cone generated by them and the linear variety H is the segment rûA , ûB s “
tλûA ` p1 ´ λqûB | λ P p0, 1qu. Since uAYB P Con˝ pûA , ûB q, we should
have v.uAYB ą 0. Hence, there should be a ûAYB P H representing uAYB .
Therefore, ûAYB P rûA , ûB s. This completes the proof.

9.6. Proof of Theorem 6. There are a couple of steps in the proof. Note
that for any profile R P RX , and for any coalition A Ď X, RA denotes the
restricted sub-profile of the coalition A.
Step 1: Fix a preference r̂ P Rx . Using the corollary 8, for any profile
R P RX such that R1 “ r̂, we can uniquely define a weight function (which
depends on the full profile R) wR piq : X Ñ R`` with wR p1q “ 1, such that
for any coalition A Ď X we have:
˛
¨
R
ÿ ˚ w piq ‹
uH pf pRA qq “
˝ ř R ‚uH pRi q.
w pjq
iPA
jPA

First, we show that for any individual i P Xzt1u and for any two profiles
Ra , Rb P RX with pRa q1 “ pRb q1 “ r̂ and pRa qi “ pRb qi , we have wRa piq “
wRb piq. There are two separate cases:
Case 1: If pRa qi “ pRb qi ‰ r̂, then using pRa qt1,iu “ pRb qt1,iu and the
result of corollary 8, we should have wRa piq “ wRb piq.
Case 2: If pRa qi “ pRb qi “ r̂, then by considering the definition of the
domain RX , which require the existence of three non-collinear preferences
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in each profile, there should be a profile Rc P RX and two individual
j1 , j2 P Xzt1, iu such that pRc q1 “ pRc qi “ r̂, pRc qj1 “ pRa qj1 ‰ r̂, and
pRc qj2 “ pRb qj2 ‰ r̂. Using Case 1, we have wRc pj1 q “ wRa pj1 q and
wRc pj2 q “ wRb pj2 q. Since pRa qti,j1 u “ pRc qti,j1 u and wRa pj1 q “ wRc pj1 q,
using corollary 8, we should have wRa piq “ wRc piq. Similarly, we have
pRb qti,j2 u “ pRc qti,j2 u and wRb pj2 q “ wRc pj2 q. Therefore, we should have
wRb piq “ wRc piq. Hence, we have wRa piq “ wRb piq.
By considering profiles of the form R P RX with R1 “ r̂, we can define the
weight function w : Xzt1u ˆ Rx Ñ R`` such that wpi, Ri q “ wR piq for all
i P Xzt1u. By the result of Step 1, this function is well defined. Moreover,
we define wp1, r̂q “ 1.
At this point, for any preference profile R P RX with R1 “ r̂ and for any
coalition A Ď X, we have:
¨
˛
ÿ ˚ wpi, Ri q ‹
uH pf pRA qq “
˝ř
‚uH pRi q.
wpj,
R
q
j
iPA
jPA

Step 2: We need to define wp1, rq for all r P Rx . We have already fixed
the value wp1, r̂q “ 1. For any r P Rx ztr̂u, let R P RX be a profile with
R1 “ r and R2 “ r̂. By corollary 8, there should be a unique function
wR : X Ñ R`` with wR p2q “ wp2, r̂q. We define wp1, rq “ wR p1q.
Notice that for any two profile Ra , Rb P RX with pRa q1 “ pRb q1 “ r and
pRa q2 “ pRa q2 “ r̂, if we normalize the value of the wRa p2q “ wRb p2q “
wp2, r̂q, then we should have wRa p1q “ wRb p1q. Hence, the value wp1, rq is
independent of the choice of the profile R.
At this point the function w : X ˆ Rx Ñ R`` is fully defined. We only
need to show that it works.
Step 3: Select any profile R P RX . We need to show that the representation
holds with the weight function defined above.
If R1 “ r̂, by the result of Step 1 the representation holds. Hence, fix any
r P Rx where r ‰ r̂. In the rest of the proof we show that the representation
holds for any R P RX with R1 “ r.
Similar to Step 1, using the corollary 8, for any profile R P RX such
that R1 “ r, we can uniquely define a weight function (depending on the
full profile R) w1R piq : X Ñ R`` with w1R p1q “ wp1, rq, such that for any
coalition A Ď X we have:
˛
¨
ÿ ˚ w1R piq ‹
uH pf pRA qq “
˝ ř 1R ‚uH pRi q.
w pjq
iPA
jPA

In the same manner as Step 1, for any two profiles Ra , Rb P RX with
pRa q1 “ pRb q1 “ r and for every individual i P X, we should have w1Ra piq “
w1Rb piq. Hence, by considering profiles of the form R P RX with R1 “ r,
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we can define the weight function w1 : Xzt1u ˆ Rx Ñ R`` such that for all
i P Xzt1u : w1 pi, Ri q “ w1R piq. By the result of Step 1, this function is well
defined. Moreover, we fix w1 p1, rq “ wp1, rq.
For every preference profile R P RX with R1 “ r and for every coalition
A Ď X, we have:
¨
˛
ÿ ˚ w1 pi, Ri q ‹
uH pf pRA qq “
˝ř 1
‚uH pRi q.
w pj, Rj q
iPA
jPA

To complete the proof, since we have wp1, rq “ w1 p1, rq , it remains to
show that for all i P Xzt1u and for all r P Rx we have wpi, rq “ w1 pi, rq.
Case 1: Since r̂ ‰ r and wp1, r̂q “ w1 p1, r̂q, based on Step 2 we should
have wp2, r̂q “ w1 p2, r̂q.
Case 2: Assume that r ‰ r̂ and i P Xzt1, 2u. Since N ě 5, based on
definition of RX , there exist Ra , Rb P RX such that pRa q1 “ r̂, pRa q2 “
r̂, pRa qi “ r and pRb q1 “ r, pRb q2 “ r̂, pRb qi “ r.
Since r ‰ r̂, pRa qt2,iu “ pRb qt2,iu , and by Case 1 wp2, r̂q “ w1 p2, r̂q, then
we should have wpi, rq “ w1 pi, rq.
Case 3: Assume that r “ r̂ and i P Xzt1, 2u. Since N ě 5, we can
select an individual j P Xzt1, 2, iu. Based on the definition of RX , there
exist Ra , Rb P RX such that pRa q1 “ r̂, pRa qi “ r̂, pRa qj “ r and pRb q1 “
r, pRb qi “ r̂, pRb qj “ r.
Since r “ r̂ ‰ r, pRa qti,ju “ pRb qti,ju , and by Case 2 wpj, rq “ w1 pj, rq,
then we should have wpi, rq “ w1 pi, rq.
Case 4: Finally, assume that i “ 2 and r ‰ r̂. Select an individual
j P Xzt1, 2u. We consider profiles Ra , Rb P RX such that pRa q1 “ r̂, pRa q2 “
r, pRa qj “ r̂ and pRb q1 “ r, pRb q2 “ r, pRa qj “ r̂. By Case 3, we have
wpi, r̂q “ w1 pi, r̂q. Hence, since r ‰ r̂ and pRa qt2,ju “ pRb qt2,ju we should
have wp2, rq “ w1 p2, rq.
The last observation completes the proof.


